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1.0 Introduction

The Multidisciplinary Association for Psychedelic Studies (MAPS) is sponsoring clinical trials to explore the potential risks and benefits of 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA)-assisted psychotherapy in chronic posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) participants. This Manual provides researchers with a method of MDMA-assisted psychotherapy to be used as a model in conducting these trials, and is intended only for use with subjects of an approved clinical trial who have provided their informed consent. The Manual is designed for researchers who already have training, competence and credentialing as psychotherapists, and who are responsible for knowing and working within their own scope of competence and the regulatory requirements at their location.

1.1 MDMA for PTSD

PTSD is a serious public health problem that causes significant suffering and contributes substantially to health care costs [1]. A complex biopsychosocial condition, PTSD is characterized by a combination of three types of symptoms:

1. Hyperarousal symptoms, such as hypervigilance, anxiety, and sleep disturbance

2. Intrusive re-experiencing of traumatic experiences, such as intrusive memories, nightmares, or flashbacks

3. Avoidance symptoms, including emotional numbing and withdrawal

PTSD is a disorder about which there are still many unanswered questions regarding psychological and pharmacological interventions and for which there are, to date, only two similarly acting FDA-approved medications [2]. A prevalent pharmacological approach to treatment of PTSD has been to seek drugs that attempt to directly decrease symptoms and/or reduce the adverse effects of trauma and chronic stress on the brain. The most widely recognized psychotherapies for PTSD include Prolonged Exposure, Cognitive Reprocessing, Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing, and psychodynamic psychotherapy [1]. There are a number of other approaches in clinical use and/or in research trials. These include Internal Family Systems Therapy (IFS) [3], Sensorimotor Psychotherapy [4], Somatic Experiencing [5], Virtual Reality [6, 7], and others. The majority of these therapies require engaging in exposure to trauma-related cues, memories, or thoughts.

Another approach, such as the MDMA-assisted psychotherapy being studied in these clinical trials, involves developing drugs that will catalyze the therapeutic process when used in conjunction with psychotherapy. In this method of treatment, biological and psychotherapeutic approaches are applied synergistically to facilitate trauma processing, thereby decreasing or eliminating chronic hyperarousal and stress reactions to triggers, rather than attempting to directly suppress symptoms resulting from those reactions.

PTSD involves a deficit in the extinction of fear conditioning. As a result, a combined treatment of MDMA and psychotherapy may be especially useful for treating PTSD because MDMA can attenuate the fear response and decrease defensiveness without blocking access to memories or preventing a deep and genuine experience of emotion [8].

While the specific mechanisms involved are not completely understood, MDMA is known to significantly decrease activity in the left amygdala [9, 10]. Studies in healthy volunteers suggest that MDMA alters recognition of and responses to expressions of facial emotion in ways that foster greater rapport [11, 12], such as making facial expressions of positive emotion easier to recognize and negative emotions harder to detect. This action is compatible with reported effects
of MDMA such as reduction in fear or defensiveness and it contrasts with the stimulation of the
amygdala observed in animal models of conditioned fear, a state similar to PTSD [13, 14]. Current studies of MDMA-assisted psychotherapy suggest that this reduction in stress-induced activation of the amygdala may be enhanced by interaction with the therapists during and after the MDMA experience.

1.2 Treatment Approach

The foundation for this therapeutic approach was laid by Stan and Christina Grof, Leo Zeff, George Greer and Requa Tolbert, Ralph Metzner, and many others [8, 15-18]. The basic premise of this treatment approach is that the therapeutic effect is not due simply to the physiological effects of the medicine; rather, it is the result of an interaction between the effects of the medicine, the therapeutic setting and the mindsets of the participant and the therapists. MDMA produces an experience that appears to temporarily reduce fear [15], increase the range of positive emotions toward self and others, and increase interpersonal trust without clouding the sensorium or inhibiting access to emotions. MDMA may catalyze therapeutic processing by allowing participants to stay emotionally engaged while revisiting traumatic experiences without being overwhelmed by anxiety or other painful emotions. Frequently, participants are able to experience and express fear, anger, and grief as part of the therapeutic process with less likelihood of either feeling overwhelmed by these emotions or of avoiding them by dissociation or emotional numbing. In addition, MDMA can enable a heightened state of empathic rapport that facilitates the therapeutic process [19] and allows for a corrective experience of secure attachment and collaboration with the therapists. At some point during the MDMA experience, feelings of empathy, love, and deep appreciation often emerge in conjunction with a clearer perspective of the trauma as a past event and a heightened awareness of the support and safety that exist in the present. Research participants have said that being able to successfully process painful emotions during MDMA-assisted psychotherapy has given them a template for feeling and expressing pain that has changed their relationship to their emotions.

MDMA may also provide access to meaningful spiritual experiences and other transpersonal experiences, release of tensions in the body, and a sense of healing on a non-verbal level that are incompletely understood, but are considered important by many participants.

The successful use of MDMA in therapy depends on “the sensitivity and talent of the therapist who employs [it]” [20]. The therapists work with the participant to establish a sense of safety, trust, and openness, as well as to emphasize the value of trusting the wisdom of the participant’s innate capacity to heal the wounds of trauma. Greer and Tolbert suggest that “the relationship should be oriented toward a general healing for the client, who should feel safe enough in the therapists’ presence to open fully to new and challenging experiences.” [15]. Establishing these conditions requires that the therapists carefully set the parameters of treatment and prepare the participant before each MDMA-assisted session, and then provide appropriate support following the session so that the experience can be successfully integrated.

1.3 Goals of this Manual

This manual provides researchers with a largely non-directive method of MDMA-assisted psychotherapy to be used in conducting a scientific study (see study protocol) in order to develop and test an investigational form of drug-assisted psychotherapy. In this manual, the therapists are also referred to as “investigators” and the people who participate in the experimental psychotherapy sessions are referred to as “participants” or “subjects” rather than as “patients.” Throughout this manual, quotations from study participants are printed in italics. This manual is intended for use in conjunction with an approved study protocol, a separate document describing the study design. The design typically involves several experimental sessions with associated
preparatory sessions and integrative sessions. Non-drug sessions range from 60 to 90 minutes of interaction and MDMA-assisted therapy sessions range from 6 to 8 hours of interaction with a team of two co-therapists, generally one female and one male.

The specific goals of this manual are to:

Delineate the core elements of the MDMA-assisted psychotherapy method used in MAPS-sponsored PTSD treatment studies.

Educate therapists about the phases and steps involved in conducting MDMA-assisted psychotherapy for the treatment of PTSD.

This manual is to be used as the basis for the controlled clinical trials that are required to standardize and validate MDMA-assisted psychotherapy as an approach to treatment for PTSD. As it is intended, the therapy:

Encompasses the essential elements described in this manual and adherence measures.

Avoids interactions that are proscribed by this manual and adherence measures.

Allows individual therapist teams to include therapeutic interventions based on their own training, experience, intuition, and clinical judgment, provided interventions are compatible with the tenor of the method and appropriate to the participant’s unfolding experience.

1.4 Elements of the Therapeutic Method

Elements of this therapeutic method build upon the therapists’ background and training while incorporating specific concepts to be used across therapy teams. This approach is intended to establish a standardized approach to treatment and at the same time to provide creative latitude for individual therapist teams to apply their own intuition and training. Core elements and important concepts that will be discussed throughout this manual are highlighted below:

1. Participant safety and wellbeing are always prioritized ahead of any scientific goals of the study.

2. A qualified therapist with the appropriate training and experience relevant to the methods in this manual is required.

3. Providing adequate participant preparation and orientation to the therapy is essential.

4. Creating an appropriate set, setting, and support system during MDMA-assisted sessions and follow-up sessions are essential.

5. The development of therapeutic alliance and trust over the course of therapy is essential.

6. A nondirective approach to therapy based on empathetic rapport and empathetic presence should be used to support the participant’s own unfolding experience and the body’s own healing process. A non-directive approach emphasizes invitation rather than direction.
7. It is essential to encourage the participant to trust their **inner healing intelligence**, which is a person’s innate capacity to heal the wounds of trauma. It is important to highlight the fact that the participant is the source of their own healing. The MDMA and the therapists are likely to facilitate access to a deep healing process, but they are not the source of this healing process.

8. **Intervention** in the form of guidance or redirection, when deemed appropriate, can be used to facilitate the participant’s processing. Therapists must attend to balancing their responsibilities as facilitators and as noninvasive empathic witnesses.

9. The therapy should enable the **processing of trauma** rather than the avoidance of traumatic memories; however, this should be done with respect for protective mechanisms, which are referred to in different models of therapy as “resistance”, “defenses”, “protectors” etc. The therapists should facilitate awareness of and curiosity about any apparent resistance that arises rather than simply attempting to overcome it.

10. Therapists seek to **maximize the benefits of the inner experience catalyzed by MDMA**, while at the same time **ensuring that the participant is safe and is not re-traumatized** by internal conflicts that may arise.

11. Therapeutic techniques should be available to **address somatic manifestations of trauma** that arise. These may include one or more approaches such as nurturing touch, focused bodywork, breathing techniques, or other approaches to somatosensory processing.

12. It is important to include various tools such as music, focused bodywork, breathing, or other techniques in the therapeutic setting to **evolve and support emotional experience** while avoiding distraction from the participant’s experience.

13. **Integration** is viewed as an **essential and ongoing process** as the inner experiences catalyzed by MDMA-assisted sessions continue to unfold. Follow-up contact with the therapists by phone and during scheduled integration visits is necessary to support successful integration. During these visits the therapists aim to address any difficulties that may have arisen following MDMA-assisted sessions and to anchor the lessons gained in a non-ordinary state of consciousness so they can be integrated into daily life.

14. The therapy requires a **thorough understanding of the nature of MDMA effects** and the **non-linear manner** in which they can lead to healing.

### 1.5 Empathetic Presence and Listening, Non-Directive Communication, and Inner Healing Intelligence

#### 1.5.1 Further Discussion of Empathetic Presence and Listening

This manual describes an overall approach to providing an optimal set and setting for MDMA-assisted psychotherapy. Within that approach therapists are expected to draw upon their own training and experience in various models of psychotherapy to help them understand and respond to a participant’s process. Appendix B provides an article examining areas of overlap between our method of MDMA-assisted psychotherapy and elements of other methods of therapy. Awareness of these areas of overlap can inform therapists’ understanding of various elements of MDMA-assisted sessions, and can guide them in decisions about their own interactions with study participants. However, as pointed out in the first few paragraphs of the paper in Appendix B, the
understanding gained from applying theoretical models underlying various methods of psychotherapy should be balanced with the importance of therapists maintaining “beginner’s mind” just as they are encouraging participants to do. For the therapists, there are two particular aspects of “beginner’s mind” that we consider important:

1. “Beginner’s mind” about what the participants process will be

2. “Beginner’s mind” about their own way of understanding or interpreting the participants process

The latter is important to avoiding a possible pitfall: a therapist feeling a need to fit the participant’s experience into the therapist’s own theoretical framework, which could limit their ability to support the unfolding process with an attitude of openness, compassion and curiosity. Stan Grof expressed this succinctly in responding to a question during a Grof Transpersonal Training session:

A student asked him how he would approach someone who seemed to be manipulating rather than having a genuine spontaneous process. This question could have elicited a lengthy and erudite discussion of psychodynamics (of which Stan was certainly capable after many years of psychoanalytic training earlier in his career), but Stan responded with this statement, “In that situation I prefer to believe something is happening that I do not understand.” [21].

Listening with empathic presence means that the therapists provide a non-judgmental environment that offers the participant permission to talk openly and honestly. It requires that therapists listen beyond spoken words for deeper meanings, acknowledging the participant’s suffering, and validate their feelings. Empathic presence also involves appreciating and even rejoicing in the participant’s accomplishments and conveying that appreciation. Empathic presence decreases feelings of abandonment and isolation.

Empathetic listeners are relaxed but engaged, asking questions and exploring without prying. The listener maintains appropriate eye contact and offers reassuring, appropriate touches if culturally acceptable and agreed upon by participants. Empathetic listeners are not hesitant to admit they don’t have answers.

Important components of empathetic listening and active listening:

- Minimal encouragement, verbal and non-verbal
- Invitation rather than direction
- Paraphrasing
- Reflecting
- Emotional labeling
- Validating
- Reassurance and waiting
- Allowing participants to come to conclusions themselves
Non-directive communication also uses empathetic presence using invitation rather than direction. For example:

“We encourage you to …”

“This might be a good time to …”

Using the gerund of a word: instead of “breathe”, say “breathing” because it is suggestive rather that directive

Reflecting back to the participant what they are saying in order to continue conversation without being directive

1.5.2 Further Discussion of the Non-Directive Approach

Describing this approach to therapy as “non-directive” can lead to some confusion, because the overall approach does include some instances of more directive communication from the therapists. The essence of what is meant by “non-directive” rests in the timing of interventions. It is not a prohibition against more active engagement under appropriate circumstances. In fact, there are occasions when failure to offer direction in a sensitive way would be problematic, just as being overly directive is problematic.

The pace of the session allowing for the participant’s own process to unfold spontaneously is essential. Therapists must allow ample time for this unfolding before offering direction. For example, if a participant is feeling stuck, the initial approach should be to encourage them to experience and express this stuck feeling as fully as possible, trusting that their inner healing intelligence will guide their response.

Likewise, if a participant seems to be avoiding an important subject, the therapists should take note, but should not immediately intervene, allowing time for the possibility that the participant will acknowledge and address the avoidance themselves, which will likely have a more powerful impact coming from the participant rather than as an observation from the therapists. In this way, delaying an intervention may make the intervention unnecessary.

Later in the session, if feelings of being stuck, avoidance, or other significant unresolved aspects of the process persist, it can be helpful for the therapists to offer direction so long as it is done in the spirit of collaborative inquiry and invitation, ultimately leaving the decision whether or not to follow suggestions up to the participant. Offering direction at certain times within the context of a session in which the therapists have respected the participant’s choices, and have allowed and encouraged the participant’s inner healing intelligence to take the overall lead, is entirely compatible with the definition of a non-directive approach.

If a participant is escalating in their agitation, perhaps with a verbally aggressive element, and starts to feel uncontained or unsafe, there may be a need for the therapists to assert themselves to establish a sense of safety and to call for inward/vertical movement rather than outward action. However, therapists are generally expected to tolerate this sort of strong emotion for a time to allow the participant’s experience to unfold, while remaining thoughtful about how it relates to their process and overall safety.

Non-direction is viewed as a general sense of permission, allowance, and receptivity, so that the locus of movement or therapeutic action is coming from within the participant rather than the
therapists. Therapists become curious, asking questions or prompting awareness of an internal process. Participants are not so much “directed” inward as they are invited inward, encouraged through gentle suggestion from the therapists. “That now might be a good time to …” There is a sense that the therapist is ready to surrender their own agenda if a different impulse arises from within the participant.

1.5.3 Further Discussion of Inner Healing Intelligence

“Inner healing intelligence” is a concept used throughout this manual to help put the participant in touch with their innate ability to heal and grow. The following analogies may be helpful in explaining the concept:

The body knows how to heal itself. If someone goes to the emergency room with a laceration, a doctor can remove obstacles to healing (e.g. remove foreign bodies, infection, etc.) and can help create favorable conditions for healing (e.g. sew the edges of the wound close together), but the doctor does not direct or cause the healing that ensues. The body initiates a remarkably complex and sophisticated healing process and always spontaneously attempts to move toward healing. The psyche too exhibits an innate healing intelligence and capacity.

Seeds want to become a plant; it is the natural way.

A tree always grows toward the sun; it is the tree’s natural inclination.

1.6 Adherence to the Therapeutic Approach

Adherence to the essential elements of the Treatment Manual will be measured by independent review of session videos against adherence criteria. The adherence measures for each type of session can be found in the Adherence Manual.

It is not expected that therapists will have complete or even near-complete adherence scores. Attempting to achieve very high adherence for its own sake may interfere with the effectiveness of the therapy by distracting therapists or stifling their intuition and creativity. However, it is expected that therapy teams will achieve at least moderately high adherence ratings to ensure that therapy across different sites is consistent with the essentials of the approach described in the Treatment Manual.

Adherence Raters are trained to evaluate adherence to the non-directive approach as follows:

Ratings are based on a qualitative evaluation of a sense of flow or allowance.

There should be a rhythmic feeling to the overall session that is led by the participant, with the therapists continually supplying space for things to come up.

Therapists should allow for silence and hold off on interventions, becoming calmly curious about any anxiety expressed by the participant.

Therapists should see if the participant is ready for their anxiety to be explored, without assuming they know where it comes from.

Therapists should trust that any fear, memories, etc. that keep coming up are doing so to be healed, to be more fully understood, and that the participant’s psyche/inner healer
knows when the best time is for this to occur. This very process of surrendering ego/directed functions to self/inner healer may be the method of therapeutic action that is so hard to come by without the help of MDMA.

Adherence Raters look for that potential for the participant to be opened up, and it often is about a sense of space, without becoming disengaged or unresponsive, unthinking, distracted, dissociated, which the defense system often projects into the therapist.

2.0 Therapist Foundation

Therapists will receive specific training in the MDMA-assisted therapy method, approved study protocol, and latest version of the Investigator Brochure in order to participate as investigators in the clinical trials. Training in the therapy method consists of reading the Treatment Manual, completing an online training module, and participating in an in-person training program that includes watching and discussing videos of research sessions. Training may also include additional components such as observing a session, role-playing, attending supplemental trainings given by MAPS, and attending applicable outside trainings, such as Holotropic Breathwork [22]. In addition to this specific training, it is required that participating therapists have a proper background, education, and experience as therapists. An important element of this background is experience with therapy for PTSD, which likely will include widely recognized therapies such as Prolonged Exposure (PE), Cognitive Processing (CPT), Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR), and psychodynamic psychotherapy. In addition, there are other less widely recognized approaches that offer valuable experience for MDMA researchers. These include: Internal Family Systems (IFS), Voice Dialogue, Psychosynthesis, Hakomi, Sensorimotor Therapy, Holotropic Breathwork, Jungian psychology, Buddhist psychology, and Virtual Reality. Elements of each of these psychotherapeutic approaches may occur spontaneously in MDMA-assisted therapy.

2.1 Essential Therapist Background

The therapists should have a client-centered orientation and should have done sufficient inner work themselves so they are comfortable following and supporting whatever course the participant’s own emotional process takes, rather than trying to impose upon it a predetermined course or outcome. This relatively nondirective approach may require a challenging adjustment for some therapists with training and experience in other methods. It is an inherent, ongoing challenge for any therapist undertaking this approach to strike a skillful balance between allowing the participant’s process to take its unique course and offering guidance or direction when appropriate. In conjunction with this challenge, therapists are charged with maintaining a high level of empathic presence throughout the therapy session. This empathic presence helps the participant stay with their inner process when it is important to do so and also enhances the therapists’ ability to appropriately respond to the participant’s non-verbal behavior, have a dialogue with the participant when necessary, and offer nurturing touch or other supportive methods when indicated. It is required that at least one therapist on the team be prepared to teach a method of stress inoculation such as diaphragmatic breathing and to be well versed in a method of addressing somatic manifestations.

Cultural Competence:

The US Department of Health and Human Services has published National Standards for Culturally and Linguistically Appropriate Services (CLAS) in Health and Health Care (https://www.thinkculturalhealth.hhs.gov) emphasizing the challenges and importance of providing culturally appropriate care to each individual. The fact that MDMA is strongly psychoactive and has a history of illegal recreational use may pose additional challenges for therapists treating individuals from a culture different from their own. For this reason, therapists using this Manual are strongly urged
to obtain training and ongoing supervision in support of cultural understanding and effective and sensitive communication with participants from different cultures. It is also important for research design and research therapists to be aware of and sensitive to issues related to gender identity, and for the research to be inclusive of participants from with a range of gender identities.

2.2 Specialized Therapist Skillsets

The MAPS training program is designed to teach competency in applying the essential elements of this method of MDMA-assisted psychotherapy. Other tools that each therapist uses to help participants move through emotional blocks, address somatic manifestations of trauma, and
integrate the MDMA experience will be determined by that therapist’s preexisting skill sets. Some of the therapist trainings that have proven helpful are as follows:

Holotropic Breathwork training is an excellent preparation for therapists because it provides experience working with non-ordinary states of consciousness (in this case, induced by breath, music, mindset, and setting) as well as training in the cartography of non-ordinary states, the use of music to support non-ordinary states and the ethical and safe use of focused bodywork and nurturing touch [22]. Throughout this manual, “focused bodywork” is used to refer to touch in the form of giving resistance for the participant to push against. “Touch” will be used as a broader term, including both “focused bodywork” and “nurturing touch.”

Therapists may benefit from training and experience in Internal Family Systems Therapy (IFS) or some other model (e.g. Voice Dialogue or Psychosynthesis) that recognizes and addresses the multiplicity of the psyche [3, 23-25]. Training in these methods provides an understanding that multiplicity in the absence of high degree dissociation is a normal phenomenon. This approach is applicable because multiplicity often becomes more apparent during MDMA-assisted psychotherapy. During and after MDMA-assisted sessions, the participant may have a heightened awareness of different parts of their psyche and it is essential that such experiences not be pathologized by the therapists.

Therapists may also benefit from training or background in Sensorimotor Psychotherapy or other techniques recognizing sensorimotor-level psychological influence. Through “connecting psychological symptoms and physiological states” [26], the participant can be encouraged to work with their body to process trauma. Other forms of training or background that include mindful use of touch, somatic-oriented therapies, and focused bodywork can provide important therapeutic tools that are compatible with this treatment method and can facilitate energy movement and release of body tensions.

Training or background in Hakomi and other mindfulness-based approaches that focus on present moment experience is applicable to this treatment method. Practitioners of Hakomi view people as self-organizing systems, organized psychologically around core memories, beliefs, and images [27]. Through working with core material and changing core beliefs, people can transform their way of being in the world.

Although this description of therapists’ backgrounds is not meant to be prescriptive or exclusive, some experience with these or similar methods of treating trauma is desirable. Strictly behavioral or cognitive behavioral approaches, while applicable to some extent, are likely to be limiting in the context of MDMA-facilitated psychotherapy if they are not balanced by other approaches or are employed in a way that is overly directive.

3.0 Supporting the Participant’s Process

Before therapy starts, important considerations should be addressed with regards to providing the set and setting necessary to support the participant’s therapeutic process. These considerations include: preparing the physical setting, assessing the participant’s social support network, preparing programs of music, and preparing a co-therapy team that can work together effectively. During the entire therapeutic process, the therapists must continue to create and communicate a setting of safety and support.
3.1 Preparing the Physical Setting

Establishing a safe and therapeutic physical setting and mindset for the participant requires that the therapists take an active role in creating an environment that is conducive to the MDMA therapeutic experience and will allow the participant to fully attend to their internal experience.

The physical setting should generally be:

Private, with freedom from interruption.

Quiet, with minimal external stimuli.

Comfortable, with a futon or similar furniture that is off the floor for the participant to either recline or sit up with support from pillows. There should be blankets and good ambient temperature control. There should be room to position two comfortable chairs for the co-therapists on either side of the participant (see Section 3.1.1 Further Discussion of Type and Placement of Furniture).

Aesthetically pleasing, with fresh flowers and artwork. Images with powerful negative or disturbing connotations should be avoided. To whatever degree possible, the setting should be more similar to a comfortably furnished living room than a medical facility. However, the participant should be aware of all safety measures and equipment in place to respond to the unlikely possibility of a medical complication.

Well-furnished, with sleeping arrangements to accommodate the participant, a selected significant other if desired, and an attendant, in a separate area. An eating space should be available and good quality, easily digested food that suits the participant’s dietary preferences should be provided. The participant’s preferences regarding food and types of hydrating drinks should be discussed with them in advance. A snack, such as fruit and/or cheese and crackers, is recommended in the late afternoon. Even if they do not feel hungry because of the MDMA effects, it is helpful to encourage participants to have a snack because their mood and energy level later in the day may be adversely affected by their having fasted since midnight.

Equipped with art supplies, which can provide an opportunity for nonverbal expression that may facilitate the continuing unfolding and integration of the experience at the end of the day.

Equipped with a stereo, video-recording equipment, and required medical equipment.

Equipped with a locked area for protocol materials and records.

Equipped with a DEA approved safe for storing Investigational Product.

Maintaining physical safety includes providing access to treatment for possible reactions to the medicine during or immediately after each treatment session. Most reactions can be dealt with through supportive care, but some, such as a cardiovascular complication, could require additional intervention. Although there have not been any emergencies requiring medical intervention during any MDMA research sessions, one participant had an increase in premature ventricular contractions after an MDMA-assisted session and required overnight monitoring in the hospital as a precaution. MDMA-assisted psychotherapy should be done in a setting where Basic Cardiac Life Support (BCLS) is immediately available and Advanced Cardiac Life Support...
(ACLS) can be summoned reasonably quickly in the unlikely event of an acute medical problem. The clinic or office should have a means of readily assessing blood pressure and heart rate during the MDMA-assisted session.

When providing beverages, the therapists should ensure adequate fluid intake but also make sure that participants do not consume more than 3 L over the course of the MDMA-assisted session. Therapists may also wish to provide electrolyte-containing beverages (such as Gatorade) or juices instead of water as a means of reducing risk of hyponatremia.

During MDMA-assisted sessions, therapists should ensure participant’s physical safety by asking participant to sit on the edge of the futon before rising and by protecting the participant from falling when standing or walking.

### 3.1.1 Further Discussion of Type and Placement of Furniture

Two different seating arrangements have been used in MAPS-sponsored clinical trials, and therapists may use either arrangement. Some pros and cons of each arrangement are explained.

In one arrangement, the participant is on a flat futon without sides, with their head against the wall where they can either lie flat, usually with a pillow or two under their head, or sit with their back resting on large pillows against the wall. Therapists are positioned in chairs on either side, near the participant’s head, with the option for both therapists to move to the same side if the participant prefers.

Some pros of the participant on a flat futon without sides, with their head against the wall:

- Fosters a sense of inviting the participant to spend time in their own space and to focus on their own process rather than focusing on the therapists.

- Allows equally free movement of both sides of the body and allows the therapists to safely contain the participant while allowing for very active movement if it occurs, which can be done by placing additional pillows next to the participant, holding up the sheets on either side of the futon, providing resistance on either side of the futon, or providing resistance on either side for the participant to push against while the therapists are well-placed to stabilize themselves and keep the participant safe.

- One therapist does not have to be further from the participant’s head than the other.

- The participant can choose to face one therapist or neither therapist, or can speak to them both either by looking straight ahead, with eyes closed, or alternating which therapist they face.

Some cons of the participant on a flat futon without sides, with their head against the wall:

- The participant cannot face both therapists at the same time.

- If the participant is faced towards one therapist and speaking softly it may be difficult for the other therapist to hear.

In the other arrangement, the participant is on a sofa or a futon with one side against the wall. Therapists are positioned with both sitting on the same side.
Some pros of the participant on a sofa or a futon with one side against the wall:

- The participant can face both therapists at the same time.
- If the participant is speaking softly, it may be easier for both therapists to hear than if they were on opposite sides.
- When the participant sits up, they can lean against the back of the sofa.
- Some participants may find the back of the sofa containing and comforting.
- The participant can turn away from both therapists as another option for internal focus.
- When the sofa has upholstered arms, the participant can use the sofa arms for resistance to push against without the need to push against the therapists.

Some cons of the participant on a sofa or a futon with one side against the wall:

- The participant cannot move both sides of the body equally well.
- The options for containing vigorous movement safely are more limited and bracing on the back of the sofa can allow the participant to overpower the therapists if they are providing resistance, which could cause injury to the therapists and may give the participant less confidence that the therapists can safely contain them if they have the urge for vigorous movement or pushing.
- One therapist is further from the participant’s head, so both the therapist and the participant may feel that the therapist who is further away is less intimately connected to the participant and any communication that occurs.
- If the participant chooses to turn away from the therapists, the therapists are not able to see the participant’s facial expressions.

### 3.2 Preparing Social Support

The therapists should inquire about the participant’s social support network. Before any MDMA-assisted treatment session, the therapists and participant should consider ways in which the members of the participant’s support system could be of help during the time between therapy sessions. The therapists should explain the potential value of sharing information about the treatment sessions with selected individuals, as well as the potential pitfalls of doing so and the importance of using discretion about whom to talk to about their deep personal experiences.

There are several factors to consider regarding discussing the experience with others:

- It can be valuable to share the experience with someone who is supportive and willing to listen, especially if they’ve been briefed ahead of time that the healing process may at times involve an increase in painful emotions that does not represent a worsening of the underlying problem. Inviting a partner or other important support person to meet with the therapists and participant during one or more of the introductory or integrative sessions can be helpful in this regard.
Some people may have preconceived notions about the use of drugs like MDMA because of its illegal use as “Ecstasy” and they may not understand that “non-ordinary states” may be beneficial in a therapeutic setting. Participants should be advised to consider this possibility before discussing their experiences, especially immediately following experimental sessions when they may be emotionally vulnerable and may feel particularly open and eager to talk about their experience in the session and about their trauma. Under the right circumstances this can be an important part of the healing process. However, participants should be cautioned to use careful judgment about with whom they want to share this sensitive information.

It is usually helpful for the participant to have a period of quiet time alone after the MDMA-assisted session for journaling or introspection. Participants should be encouraged to make allowances for this so they don’t become overly engaged in social interaction and receiving outside feedback. Taking time alone at this stage can be a valuable beginning of the integration process, and can provide a template for fostering the continued unfolding of the healing process that is expected to occur over the ensuing days and even weeks.

The participant may choose to invite a significant other (friend, family member, or partner) to spend time with them at the close of at least one MDMA-assisted session. This visit can be a fruitful experience that enhances the supportive relationship. However, it should be cleared in advance with the therapists based on the same clinical judgment they would use in considering the therapeutic value of an overnight stay by a significant other.

3.3 Planning for the Therapeutic Use of Music

Music is selected to support emotional experience while minimizing suggestion [16]. During MDMA-assisted sessions, the participant is provided with eye shades, headphones, and a pre-selected program of music. The participant may elect to forgo eyeshades and/or headphones at any time. This choice is not uncommon among people with PTSD, who, at least in the early stages of their participation in the study, may not feel safe if they can’t maintain a certain level of vigilance. The participant also has the option to request periods of silence and the therapists have the option to make adjustments in the musical program to fit the unfolding experience. Therapists use music to support the experience without being intrusive.

Music selections should be culturally appropriate to the population participating in a particular study. The individual selections within a program of music should vary in tempo and overall volume, so that the program has relatively quiet and tranquil sections as well as relatively active and dramatic sections. The sets can be a progression from music that is relaxing at first, then in succession more active, more emotionally evocative and later quieter and more meditative. The order of play can be changed as needed to fit the general mood and flow of the session.

It is important for at least one of the therapy team members to be very familiar with the music so it can be used effectively to support each individual’s process. It may be helpful to have some multi-hour playlists prepared, providing a semi-standardized music set. Instrumental music is generally preferable to music with lyrics in a language that the participant understands, but this is not a hard-and-fast rule. There should be a variety of music on hand in case a change is needed from the pre-recorded set. Participants should be told that they are welcome to ask for periods of silence or for a change in music if a piece of music is distracting or doesn’t fit well with their process. However, they should be discouraged from devoting ongoing attention to managing the
music. A helpful instruction during preparation sessions or at the beginning of experimental session would be:

Therapist: “If you want to ask for a change in the music that’s fine, because sometimes a piece of music can be distracting or might not fit well with your process. If you find yourself wanting a change in the music, we encourage you to first reflect on whether this desire is motivated by wanting to move away from an uncomfortable feeling or memory that the music is stimulating. If this is the case then, rather than change the music, we encourage you to experience and explore the uncomfortable feelings or memories, rather than attempt to stop them by removing the music that is stimulating them. If, after reflection, you conclude that the music is simply not right for your process, then we are happy to change it or turn it off. We don’t assume that if you want a change in music that it necessarily means you’re trying to avoid something, only that it can be helpful for you to pause and see if you may be. We respect whatever your decision is, just as we respect your inner healing intelligence to guide the rest of the process.”

Some participants may want to bring in their own music for the therapist to incorporate during MDMA-assisted sessions. In certain circumstances this may be appropriate, however, it is important to consider the reasons for the request to ensure that it is serving to support and deepen the process, rather than attempting to control the process or to distract from feelings or other experiences that may be emerging. While some degree of flexibility about responding to this kind of request is desirable, in general therapists should minimize participant involvement in music selection because it may be a distraction from engagement with their inner process. Participants are encouraged to ask for anything they need to help them feel safe and supported in the therapeutic setting, however this should be balanced with encouraging participants to allow the therapists to attend to the physical details of the session and, as much as possible, trusting them to provide a safe and conducive set and setting. This approach is part of supporting an attitude of surrender, trust and receptivity to the natural unfolding of the therapeutic process, guided by the inner healing intelligence. Participants should be encouraged to notice any tendency they may have to want to control the music or other aspects of the setting, and to consider exploring this tendency as part of their inner process rather than to act on it externally.

3.4 Supporting Somatic Manifestations of Trauma

The therapists should be prepared to help participants address somatic manifestations of their trauma by becoming aware of, expressing and releasing any blocks, pains or tensions in the body that may arise. This concept should be introduced during the integrative sessions and built upon subsequently. There are many methods that can be used. The following is a discussion of some methods for dealing with somatic manifestations including nurturing touch, focused bodywork, and breathing techniques. The therapists may employ other methods from their own backgrounds that are compatible with this therapeutic approach.

In MDMA-assisted psychotherapy, mindful use of touch can be an important catalyst to healing during both the MDMA-assisted sessions and the follow-up therapy. Touch must always be used with a high level of attention and care, with proper preparation and communication, and with great respect for the participant’s needs and vulnerabilities. Any touch that has sexual connotations or is driven by the therapist’s needs, rather than the participant’s, has no place in therapy and can be counter-therapeutic or even abusive. By the same token, withholding nurturing touch when it is indicated can be counter-therapeutic and, especially in therapy involving non-ordinary states of consciousness, may even be perceived by the participant as abuse by neglect. If the participant wants to touch one of the therapists, the therapist allows for and/or provides touch as long as it is appropriate and nonsexual. Nurturing touch that occurs
when the participant is deeply re-connecting with times in life when they needed and did not get it can provide an important corrective experience. Another kind of touch that can be therapeutic is focused bodywork, usually in the form of giving resistance for the participant to push against. This approach is aimed at intensifying and thereby facilitating release of blocks, tensions or pains in the body that arise during therapy. Therapists should have relevant training and experience to ensure that bodywork is done safely, without risk to the participant or therapists.

Despite the likelihood that MDMA-assisted psychotherapy will involve less focused bodywork than LSD psychotherapy or Holotropic Breathwork, the principles underlying this approach are those developed by Stanislav Grof, M.D. in his research with LSD psychotherapy:

“At the time when the effect of the drug is decreasing it is important to engage in verbal exchange with the subject, to get detailed feedback on [their] emotional and psychosomatic condition. If at this time [they are] experiencing discomfort, such as depression, anxiety, blocked aggression, feelings of guilt, circular thinking, headaches, nausea, muscular pains, intestinal cramps, or difficulties in breathing, this is the time to suggest active intervention. The possibility of this happening should have been discussed during the preparation period. The first step is to find out exactly what type of experience is involved … It is also important to encourage the subject to scan [their] body for signs of physical pain, tension, or other forms of distress indicating energy blockage. There is, in general, no emotional distress or disturbing and incomplete psychological gestalt that does not show specific somatic manifestations. These concomitant psychosomatic symptoms then become the entry points for … intervention” [16], p.144).

An important principle of MDMA-assisted psychotherapy is that the healing process is guided by mechanisms from within the participant’s own psyche and body. Since the act of intervening with focused bodywork may give the participant the unspoken message that something from outside them is required for healing, the therapists must be careful to take their cues about touch from the experience of the participant and to help the participant avoid the misconception that the therapists are the source, rather than the facilitators, of their therapeutic experience.

Another important principle of MDMA-assisted psychotherapy is that healing often comes as a result of bringing conscious attention to difficult feelings, memories or body sensations, and staying present during these challenging experiences rather than attempting to avoid or escape from them. The therapists should let the experience unfold for the participant, being mindful not to present any unnecessary distractions. They should avoid using focused bodywork prematurely, in an attempt to resolve challenging emotions or their somatic manifestations before allowing participants to adequately experience, and process them. Therefore, the therapists must exercise judgment about when focused bodywork is indicated to help move the therapeutic process forward, as well as when it is preferable to allow the process to proceed at its own pace.

In preparation for the session, the therapists should make it clear that there is no agenda or expectation that the participant be touched at all if they prefer not to be and that if they do want touch, either nurturing touch such as hand holding, a hand on their shoulder, hug, or focused bodywork, the therapists are open to providing it. If the participant is open to touch, it is helpful to ask, “If we have a sense that it might be helpful at some point to hold your hand or put a hand on your arm, would you like us to do it, or to always check with you or wait until you ask for touch?” In either case it should be emphasized that it’s entirely the participant’s choice and they are in control regarding touch. They should be asked to use the word “Stop” (or some comparable alternative word if it is preferred by the participant) if there is ever any touch the participant does not want. The participant should be told that this command will always be obeyed by the therapists unless the touch is necessary to protect the participant from physical harm. This
convention will avoid confusion between communications that are meant to be directed to the therapists and statements that are expressions of the participant’s inner experience.

### 3.5 Use of the Breath

Elements of Holotropic Breathwork (without the prolonged vigorous breathing) or other techniques utilizing the breath may be useful at different times in the therapeutic process [22]. Diaphragmatic breathing should be used to aid relaxation (“stress inoculation”) near the beginning of the MDMA-assisted session if anxiety comes up during the onset of the MDMA effect. In preparatory sessions, the therapists explain that some people feel anxious during this time and others do not. For those who do, the anxiety will be transient and it can be eased by use of the breath to release tension from the body and, as much as possible, to relax into the experience. Later in the MDMA-assisted session, if anxiety or any other intense emotion comes up, rather than trying to relax, it is often most helpful to use the breath to “breathe into” the experience and stay as present with it as possible in order to fully experience, process, and move through it.

Sensorimotor and somatic psychotherapy, or other techniques, depending on the therapists’ prior training and experience, can be used for “connecting psychological symptoms and physiological states” [26] and encouraging the participant to work with their body to process trauma. Helping the participant become aware of what their body wants to do in reaction to traumatic memories, and encouraging the participant to allow that action, can be the beginning of liberating what was once a natural process (movement) and integrating the related experiences that are unprocessed. It is important to help the participant begin to befriend their body instead of regarding it as a source of danger and unpredictability. Describing emotions as being about fluid movement and trauma as being about frozen movement, the therapists help the participant move through and past the somatic consequences of trauma so that they can trust their body again. Therapists should inquire about participant’s bodily sensations and encourage release of pains, tightness, or energy in the body through movement in whatever way feels appropriate to the participant.

### 3.6 Supporting Transpersonal Experiences

It is important for the therapists to be prepared for the possibility that, during experimental sessions, the participant may have transpersonal experiences [16] that might transcend conventional Western concepts of consciousness and its relationship to the physical body. Such “transpersonal” experiences that are common during MDMA-assisted therapeutic sessions extend beyond biographical memory and may include unusual sensations in the body, as well as perinatal and/or spiritual experiences. There may be perceptions that are felt to extend well beyond the usual sense of self, such as feelings of oneness in which the participant experiences an openness and enhanced connection to their own humanity and to the surrounding environment. Such experiences can be difficult to interpret and in some cases, may challenge a therapist’s own belief system. The therapists are not required to understand or even have an opinion about the ontological status of these experiences, but it is essential that they accept them as real and important aspects of the participant’s experience and convey respect for and openness toward the participant’s own view of them without dismissing or pathologizing any experience based on its unusual content. If necessary, the therapist should help the participant integrate these experiences into their ordinary lives. These experiences may provide the participant with a perspective that goes beyond identification with their trauma and even beyond their usual sense of self, affording the opportunity to foster awareness of an innate ability to integrate their traumatic experiences and move forward with their lives.
3.7 Supporting Multiplicity

In MDMA-assisted psychotherapy, it is important that therapists understand that manifestations of the multiplicity of the psyche are a normal phenomenon but may be more pronounced in people who have experienced trauma. It can be thought of as “dissociation”, “regression”, or as the appearance of different “parts”, “selves”, or “sub-personalities.” The participant may talk about inner experience in terms of awareness of different parts of the psyche and it is essential that such experiences not be pathologized by the therapists.

The approach to each of these categories of experience is consistent with Stan Grof’s general approach to phenomenon arising during psychedelic or Holotropic Breathwork sessions, which is to consider whether the material can be worked with as part of the healing process instead of pathologizing it because of its unusual nature, its intensity, or the limits of the therapists’ ability to fully understand its origin or significance [16].

4.0 Conducting Preparatory Sessions

The course of therapy consists of a preparatory period with screening and introductory sessions followed by experimental sessions interspersed with integrative sessions and follow-up evaluations. The screening and preparatory period is the time to gather participant history and to begin establishing an effective therapeutic alliance. It provides an important opportunity for the therapists to address the participant’s questions and concerns, as well as to prepare the participant for MDMA-assisted sessions by familiarizing them with the logistics of the sessions and the therapeutic approach that will be used. This preparation should be done with the intention of helping the participant feel a sense of safety and comfort in the therapeutic setting. It is also an opportunity to model attitudes that will be important during MDMA-assisted sessions, such as unhurried pacing, open-ended curiosity about the participant’s present moment experience (including their somatic experience), and respect for the participant’s boundaries and innate wisdom about their own healing process. In clinical research there are quite a number of questionnaires and forms to be completed, especially during the preparation period. Therapists should strive to complete the necessary forms while still attending to and allowing time for fostering a therapeutic setting and deepening the therapeutic alliance.

4.1 Prerequisites and Contraindications

Prior to conducting screening activities, participants must be provided with written information about the clinical trial in which they are interested in enrolling. Participants must be provided with ample time to ask questions and discuss the informed consent with therapists or other qualified study personnel, prior to signing. If the protocol requires video recording of psychotherapy sessions, the therapists, during the consent interview, should explore the participant’s feelings about being video recorded during the consent interview. The therapists should make it clear that the informed consent gives permission for the recordings to be used only for research or training purposes. It is also advisable to tell each participant that, while the recordings are important for research purposes and they may be helpful for the participants to review during the integration period, the therapeutic process is the primary focus of each session, and takes priority over the recordings. If there is ever a time when the cameras are inhibiting the participant from talking about some aspect of their experience, they can ask for the cameras to be turned off temporarily, and that request will be respected. Therapists should be aware that video recordings will be used to assess adherence to the Treatment Manual and competence in conducting MDMA-assisted psychotherapy, therefore they should suggest that video recording be resumed when it is appropriate to the participant’s therapeutic process. Participants may request to view video recordings.
Participants should be aware that clinical trials of MDMA-assisted psychotherapy are likely to generate attention from the media. Some participants in past studies have expressed the desire to speak to the media in order to inform the public and other people with PTSD. The therapists should be respectful of a participant’s desire to share their experiences, but should emphasize several caveats about doing so and should offer to help them consider the decision carefully when and if they do consider speaking to the media. It will be the participant’s decision whether or not they wish to publicly disclose their participation or any information about their experience in the clinical trial. However, they are asked to refrain from doing so until after outcome assessments are complete. Participants are advised to inform the therapists of their intent to do so in advance of releasing their personal information and they are required to obtain written permission from the therapists before releasing any video recordings that have audio or video of the therapists. They should also be prepared for the possibility that engaging with the media may be emotionally challenging and could have unwanted psychological effects.

4.2 Commitments Required of the Therapists and Participant

Since MDMA can have profound emotional and physical effects, its use requires thorough assessment and preparation of the participant. To foster a therapeutic mindset and contribute to a collaborative therapeutic alliance, the therapists and participant discuss the parameters of each session and make several specific agreements during the preparation sessions:

The therapists commit to providing adequate preparation time during non-drug sessions, giving careful attention to the set and setting during MDMA-assisted sessions and ensuring adequate follow-up therapy [15].

The participant must commit to attending all preparatory, therapy, and follow-up sessions, completing the evaluation instruments, and complying with dietary and drug restrictions. The only exception to this would be if the participant has notified the therapists of a decision to withdraw consent and drop out of the study. If a participant does not withdraw consent but withdraws from treatment, then follow-up assessments should be performed.

The therapists and participant discuss the possibility of physical contact with the participant in the form of nurturing touch or focused bodywork. The therapists and participant should negotiate a comfortable physical distance from each other during the experimental sessions and the therapists should remain attentive to any possible changes in the participant’s comfort level with their degree of proximity.

The role of the therapists is clarified and strengthened by agreements concerning appropriate behavior during and after the treatment session. Any sexual behavior between therapists and participant is explicitly prohibited. This agreement assures the participant that their heightened vulnerability will not be exploited, while simultaneously fostering a safe environment for offering physical comfort during the treatment session.

The participant must agree to refrain from self-harm, harm to others, and harm to property. The participant agrees that they will comply with the therapists’ request to stop if, in the judgment of the therapists, the participant is engaged in any dangerous behavior.

The participant must agree that they will remain within the treatment area until completion of each session (in many protocols, this includes the experimental session and the overnight stay and follow-up visit the next morning). At the end of the session, it is
the responsibility of the therapist to assess the participant’s emotional stability and the
degree to which the MDMA effects have subsided before permitting the participant to
leave.

At least one of the therapists is present in the room at all times throughout the entire
MDMA-assisted session. Except for occasional brief periods in which one therapist at a
time may leave the room, both therapists commit to remaining in the room with the
participant throughout the duration of the MDMA-assisted sessions until the acute
emotional and physical effects of the MDMA have worn off, as determined by examining
physiological signs, by ascertaining the degree of self-reported distress and mental state
to make a clinical judgment concerning the participant’s stability.

For the therapy session to conclude effectively, the therapists and participant must agree
that the participant is in a safe and stable condition. If required by the study protocol, the
participant must commit to an overnight stay in the treatment facility, accompanied by an
attendant. The participant must also agree to accept transport home from the integrative
follow-up session following the MDMA-assisted session, either from a partner or friend
or arranged by the therapists.

The therapists and participant commit to daily telephone contact for up to a week after
each MDMA-assisted session. The therapists (or a covering therapist if necessary, but not
routinely) will be available by telephone 24 hours a day during this period and the entire
period of study enrollment.

The therapists should be aware of and agree to the extensive time commitment that may
be required beyond the length of the sessions stated in the study protocol if the participant
needs additional support.

4.3 Establishing a Therapeutic Alliance

The screening and preparation phase begins with informed consent followed by determination of
whether the participant meets all inclusion and exclusion criteria for the study. This period also
provides adequate time in non-drug therapy sessions to begin establishing a safe and positive
therapeutic alliance, which is an absolute prerequisite for treatment [28], and will continue to
develop throughout the study. The participant must feel assured that their wellbeing will be
attended to with utmost care, including ensuring physical and psychological safety and supporting
their intention to gain maximum benefit from the MDMA-assisted sessions. The therapists make
it clear that participation in the study remains voluntary throughout the study and that the
participant’s safety and wellbeing always takes precedence over the scientific objectives of the
study. Consider the following example:

Therapist: “If, at any time, you decide you need to be back on an antidepressant or, if for
any other reason, you do not want to continue in the study, we ask you to let us know.
You are always free to change your mind. What’s most important is your wellbeing.”

Participant: “I think after experiencing four of five life stressors, like losing my job,
typically I would say I need to go on an antidepressant. But because of the study, I am
excited because I am also faced with working through this without being on anything. I
think that I am cognitively aware enough to know that if I really feel like I’m slipping, I
would be able to let you know or ask for it.”
During the initial visits, the therapists introduce themselves, explain their interest in this work, and describe their experience in treating PTSD. This interaction establishes a basis for the participants to develop trust in the therapists’ experience and their commitment and ability to support the participant throughout the process. Greer and Tolbert note that self-disclosure on the part of the therapist creates a context for collaboration, intimacy, and trust [15]. It also can give the participant a sense of shared identification with the therapists, which can increase personal comfort as the participant enters a state of heightened vulnerability. Consider the following example:

Participant: “With all the PTSD that’s got to be out there ... I was so afraid to admit how I feel. I felt like I was the only one.”

Therapist: “You are not in that position anymore.”

Participant: “No one really listened to how I was feeling. They just wanted to give me another prescription.”

Therapist: “Anything else that comes up for you, thoughts ... feelings, concerns?”

Participant: “I’ve been feeling nervous, anxious, not sleeping well. I know a part of it is being free of the antidepressant. I am agitated, short-tempered.” (Sniffing)

Therapist: “Let’s practice the abdominal breathing. This is one method to help you be with your feelings. Part of the approach we’re going to use in the sessions is to support you in staying present with whatever feelings come up. It’s a paradox that breathing into feelings rather than moving away from them can lead to healing, moving through them, instead of away.”

Participant: (Inhalation ... Exhalation)

Therapist: “In some ways the process begins before we actually begin. It’s begins ahead of time, as you set the intention to do it. And as you get closer, these feelings are natural. It is not easy. In some ways your psyche is already making use of what you decided to do.”

Participant: “It helps to understand. I am willing to try anything. Hell, I was in therapy every week for a whole year and never really addressed my symptoms.”

### 4.4 Gathering Information

In these initial screening and preparatory visits, the participant will undoubtedly be experiencing reactions to the screening and enrollment process, which can be physically and emotionally tiring and may trigger PTSD symptoms. Therapists should acknowledge the considerable logistical and emotional challenges involved in participating in a clinical trial and should give the participant the opportunity to discuss their reactions to it. In addition to inquiring about specific historical information that is needed, the therapists should ask open-ended questions, provide feedback to the participant about the results of their psychological testing and medical evaluation, and encourage the participant to share what they believe is personally significant information. Participants will be required to describe their index traumas during testing with the independent rater. They should not be pushed to talk in detail about their trauma during preparatory sessions with the therapists, but they should not be discouraged from doing so if they are so inclined.
These interactions will continue to build the relationship and provide additional information about the participant’s history and current challenges and resources. Consider the following example:

Therapist: “We don’t have all the results from your tests, but we spoke with the doctor and all the results so far tell us that you meet the criteria for this treatment. Let’s start with any thoughts or questions that may have come up for you.”

Participant: “The session with Dr. W. (the Independent Rater) was good. I can see where it is starting to open up a can of worms. The process is already starting with me. Part of me is very excited and part is very skeptical, like ‘uh oh, is this really what I need to be focusing on.’ There was a question on the PTSD scale where Dr. Wagner asked if I had dreams. I said ‘no,’ then it dawned on me. I don’t have dreams about my father actually doing whatever he did, but I have dreams about my mother. She never really worried about what he was doing or how he was abusing us or how he was abusing her. She would worry whether the fallout from Chernobyl got into my Mars candy bar and I got nuclear poisoning. She worries about things that are completely out of control. And she goes on and on in our conversations and we are “close.” But I realize that I do dream about her. Just the other night I had a dream about how we were talking on the phone ... and she went into her normal, ‘I’m worried about this, I’m worried about where you are living,’ without actually helping, cuz she wants to help, but my father won’t let her help even though she makes all the money. And, um, the phone just came unplugged from the wall and I thought it was really interesting that ... and then my first instinct was to plug it back in and call her back. And so I started thinking about that because it was right after the testing.”

Therapist: “MMMmm”

Participant: “… He’s not in the dreams, but she’s in the dreams. And how she’s not this kind, compassionate mother like she used to be. How she’s changed. It’s really interesting. I’ve tried to resolve my anger towards her ... so it’s kind of a ... so it’s interesting that the process is already starting to work even though I haven’t had any therapy.” (Laughs)

Therapist: “Well that is typical.”

Therapist: “Yes, the screening does tend to stir things up for a lot of people. And also as you were saying, the intention to do this work also sets your psyche in motion about it, from the time that you decide that you are going to do it. I think it is an important question that you bring up … Is this the time that I can be focusing on this or do I need to focus on day to day life? What is your feeling about that now?”

This last question demonstrates slowing down to respect and check-in with the participant’s “protectors” or her “inner healing intelligence” about what concerns she may have about proceeding with the process rather than simply reassuring her. This check-in is an example of the non-directive approach.

Participant: “Well, I vacillate, but I figure that this is an opportunity for my day-to-day life to get better ... or not. At least it’s an opportunity that doesn’t come across your path every day. I am a school counselor by profession; I’m in no state to actually be a school counselor. So I consciously or subconsciously cannot go and pursue jobs because I know there are things I need to work on myself. So I think this is the time to do it ... even if it is hard.”
The therapists guide these interviews to gather information about the participant’s present symptoms, event(s) that caused the PTSD, previous treatment and outcome, other psychiatric history, and medical, social, and family history. This point is also an opportunity for the therapists to address any concerns the participant may have about the treatment.

Therapist: “We’d like to talk in more detail about the sessions and we’d also like to hear more detail about your history and the trauma in particular. We can do that in any order you want. Do you feel like talking more about yourself and your trauma now or would you like to hear about the sessions?”

The therapists and the participant also discuss the participant’s previous experiences with MDMA, psychedelic drug use, or other non-ordinary states of consciousness. During this interaction, the therapists must collect enough information to give them a sound understanding of the participant, but it is not necessary to complete a full detailed psychological and medical history, as this has been done by independent raters and the examining physician during the screening process.

4.5 Administering Study Related Measures

The study design may involve administering measures during preparatory sessions, experimental sessions, or integrative sessions. Measures may include safety measures, additional measures of PTSD or other symptoms, and exploratory measures addressing subjective effects. These measures are not a part of MDMA-assisted psychotherapy, but are an element of many studies of MDMA-assisted psychotherapy.

The therapists will remind participants of any self-report measures they will need to complete during preparatory sessions or at the start or end of experimental sessions. The study protocol will give general times for administering any study related measures. Study-related measures will be administered at a time when they do not interfere with or interrupt therapeutic processes. Measure administration can be delayed to allow therapeutic engagement to continue. Participant safety and conducting psychotherapy will be given precedence over the precise timing of measure completion. However, the therapists will make all efforts to administer measures as close to scheduled times as possible.

Safety measures such as the CSSRS should be given as close to specified times as possible without interrupting the flow of the therapeutic process. The therapists will use clinical judgment (and, in the experimental sessions, observation of drug effects) to decide the appropriate time for administering self-report measures.

4.6 Preparatory Sessions After Completion of Screening

In this stage, the participant has passed screening and is continuing the process of preparing for the MDMA-assisted sessions. The therapists describe the kinds of experience that can be expected during MDMA-assisted session. They enquire further about the participant’s expectations, motivations, and concerns, and emphasize their own commitment to support the participant’s innate capacity to heal the wounds of the trauma. The therapists may liken the effect of the MDMA to an opportunity to step inside a safe container in which it will be easier for the participant to remain present with their inner experience. The participant should be encouraged to cultivate an attitude of trust in the wisdom and timing of the inner healing process that is catalyzed by this approach.
The therapists encourage an attitude of curiosity and openness toward whatever occurs during the MDMA-facilitated experience. The therapists explain that often the deepest, most effective healing experiences take a course that is quite different from what might be predicted by the participant’s or the therapists’ rational minds. The participant is encouraged to welcome difficult emotions rather than to suppress them, operating as much as possible from the assumption that whatever arises is being presented at that moment by the inner healing intelligence as an opportunity for healing. Fully feeling exploring and expressing whatever emotions, memories, images, or body sensations arise can lead to the resolution of deep-seated patterns of fear, powerlessness, guilt, and shame.

It is important to discuss the possibility that the participant will be randomized to inactive placebo or a lower dose of MDMA (depending on the protocol) and to prepare the participant for a range of experiences without unnecessarily weakening the blind by predicting the response to different doses. Participants might experience more distress in low-dose sessions as traumatic memories, disappointment, self-judgment, and emotions may emerge without the supportive affective state associated with therapeutic doses of MDMA. However, these difficult experiences can occur at times with any dose. It should be made clear that the therapists will provide the same degree of support and that they will work to help participants derive maximum benefit from the session, regardless of which dose they may appear to have received.

The therapists prepare the participant for the likelihood that revisiting their trauma and experiencing their PTSD symptoms will be part of the therapeutic process at some point. The therapists encourage the participant to be as open as possible to fully exploring, expressing, and understanding the PTSD symptoms and the other impacts the trauma has had on their life. The therapists explicitly agree to provide support, safety, and guidance for the participant in working with any emotions and memories that may arise. It is important that the therapists be personally prepared to maintain empathic presence in the face of the participant’s distress. Under the influence of MDMA, a participant can be especially attuned to non-verbal communication and to sensing the therapist’s discomfort. Failure to recognize and acknowledge this can bring up feelings of distrust and fear.

Therapist: “We want to emphasize our commitment to you to be available for you. It is a privilege to support you as you do this work. And if there’s any time you feel we are not doing that in a way that is helpful, or we say or do something that feels like we haven’t understood you, we really encourage you to let us know. We won’t take it personally. What helps us the most is for you to be honest with us and let us know how you’re doing during the sessions and afterward, including how you’re feeling toward us.”

Rarely, there may be an experimental session in which the participant’s traumatic experiences do not come up spontaneously. Therapists should ask for a prior agreement that, if this is the case, they may inquire about the trauma at some point in the session. This agreement applies only to sessions in which the participant is regularly talking to the therapists about their ongoing experiences. If a participant is spending much of the session in a deep non-verbal process that they appear to be handling well but is not inclined to talk about at that time, the therapists should not interrupt the process by requiring discussion about the content. After this kind of experimental session, the participant will typically describe their experience at the end of the day, or during follow-up integrative sessions. It is likely that processing trauma will turn out to have been an important part of the experience.

It is essential that the therapists use clinical judgment and personal awareness to ascertain when to take action to facilitate the participant’s process versus when to silently witness the participant’s experience. The participant is encouraged to feel free to request support from the
therapists during times of intense emotion or painful memories. Such support can take the form of being touched or held, receiving reassurance, or simply talking about what they are experiencing. There are times when this kind of support is extremely helpful. There are other times when silent witnessing provides optimal support by conveying trust in the participant’s own healing capacity.

Therapist: “We want to reaffirm our commitment to be present for you. We will make this a safe place for you to have whatever experience comes up. If difficult things come up, try to stay with them and fully experience them and use your breath to move into them as much as you can. And ask us for anything you need. We’ll encourage you to have alternating periods of going inside, using eye shades, listening to music if you want to, and then talking to us when you feel like it.”

Therapist: “Sometimes if we’ve been talking for a while we may suggest you bring your attention inside or you may just get the sense that you need to do this.”

During preparation sessions there will likely be opportunities to tailor preparatory remarks to an individual participant’s particular process. Consider the following example:

Participant (a combat veteran who was struggling with outbursts of rage since returning from Iraq): “I feel like there’s a monster in my chest trying to come out and I’ve got my hands around its neck trying to strangle it.”

Therapist: “Ummm, you may find as we go along in this process, that it’s more a matter of getting to know this part of yourself and having a different relationship with it rather than having to strangle or get rid of it.”

No more was said about this that day until, during an MDMA-assisted session after a long period of inner focus, the participant returned to the topic.

Participant: “I just had an amazing experience! There was a campfire with three figures around it, a wise old man, a little boy and a warrior – it wasn’t a monster after all it was the warrior part of me. These are all valuable parts of me and they’re sitting around the campfire in council.”

The therapists allowed this to arise spontaneously rather than directing the participant to return to the topic, which is likely to result in a deeper impact.

4.7 Preparation Just Prior to the MDMA-Assisted Experimental Session

During the preparation sessions, and again at the beginning of each experimental session, the participant and therapists address any fears or other concerns the participant may have. The therapists collaborate with the participant to develop strategies that will increase the participant’s feeling of safety. Consider the following example:

Therapist: “What is on your mind since our last session? Any questions or thoughts?”

Participant: “I’ve been through a gamut of emotions: nervous, anxious, and not sleeping well. I just don’t feel rested, dragging myself out of bed. I’m real tired.”

Therapist: “Do you have an idea about what the anxiety is about?”
Participant: “I think it is about the upcoming study. I really can’t think of anything else. It’s the unexpected. I am not good at surprises. I want to know what’s coming from one day to the next.”

Therapist: (Long silence)

Participant: (Crying) “It scares me.”

Therapist: “Can you say more about what scares you?”

Participant: “I am afraid I’ll be a different person. What if I get rid of all of this and he won’t love me anymore? What if I’m not the person he fell in love with? He reassured me that this was silly. But I have been like this for so long. Who am I? What if I am not really a person? What if? What if? I can come up with a thousand rationales for why I am like this.”

Therapist: “That’s an understandable concern and we’re glad you’re letting us know about it. Even change for the better can be scary because it’s unknown. Often when people heal, there can be a period when it’s challenging to get used to the changes and discover how to integrate them into life and relationships. In reality, what we expect based on our own experience in our own healing work, as well as working with many other people is that actually as you heal, you’ll be more deeply yourself, you’ll be reconnected with yourself in a deeper way. And it’s true that there may be periods when it’s hard to trust that.”

Therapist: “One thing you said earlier was that you wanted to run off and hide. Do you think there’s a way part of you has done that?”

Participant: “I think there was a lot of me that disappeared.”

Therapist: “So the MDMA may help you not have to run away, help you face things you’ve felt you had to move away from. There may also be times when it magnifies the experience of wanting to hide or of disappearing. We trust that however that comes up will be part of the healing process.”

The participant is made aware that they will be in a heightened state of vulnerability and will likely experience a range of emotions, thoughts, and physical sensations. The therapists discuss the process of helping the participant gain relief from difficult, intense emotions or distressing thoughts and remind the participant that they are in a safe environment, under the care of experienced clinicians.

Participants are taught diaphragmatic breathing and other techniques to aid in the relaxation and self-soothing process. They are also encouraged to use their awareness of the breath as a technique for staying present with experiences, especially difficult experiences from which they might otherwise attempt to distance themselves.

It is important to convey to participants that the experiences catalyzed by MDMA-assisted therapy will likely continue to unfold and resolve over days or even weeks following the MDMA-assisted sessions. After therapy sessions, particular symptoms may even seem to get worse before improving.

5.0 Conducting MDMA-Assisted Psychotherapy Sessions
The overall goal of an MDMA-assisted session is to reduce the symptoms of PTSD and improve the overall functioning, wellbeing, and quality of life of the participant. This goal is accomplished by allowing each participant’s experience to unfold spontaneously without a specific agenda about its content or trajectory. While PTSD symptoms are the primary focus of outcome measures in this research, and processing traumatic experiences and/or the thoughts, feelings and behaviors resulting from them is an essential part of the psychotherapy, it is highly likely that the scope of the sessions will go beyond trauma processing to include exploration of other psychological, interpersonal and spiritual aspects of life. The therapists’ responsibility is primarily to follow and facilitate rather than direct the experience. At times, this will best be accomplished by silent, empathic presence and listening. At other times, the therapists will provide more active support, and occasionally guidance, if the participant encounters emotional or somatic blocks that are not resolving spontaneously or has undue difficulty processing trauma-related memories or any other painful memories, thoughts, and feelings. The therapists work to support the participant’s intentions and therapeutic goals and to help the participant work through memories of traumatic events to arrive at emotional resolution and new perspectives about the meaning of these events. The therapists are also there to help explore and validate new perspectives about other life experiences, as well as to join with participants in appreciating joyful or affirming experiences and enjoying moments of beauty, heart opening, and humor. In helping to accomplish these diverse goals, the therapists act as empathic listeners, trustworthy guides, facilitators of deep emotional expression and catharsis, and supporters of the participant’s own inner healing intelligence.

5.1 Therapist’s Role During MDMA-Assisted Psychotherapy Sessions

To create and maintain a safe and collaborative therapeutic alliance with the participant, it is crucial that the therapists maintain self-awareness. The therapists must be empathically present during the participant’s processing of trauma and, at the same time, maintain healthy, appropriate boundaries. In so doing, the therapists encourage the participant to stay present with their own inner experience and they create a safe environment that fosters willingness to explore new and unexpected perceptions that may arise during the healing process.

The strength of the therapeutic experience depends heavily on the therapists’ level of comfort with intense emotions and their skill in remaining empathically present and open to a range of emotional experiences. As empathic listeners, the therapists attend to the participant’s account of their inner experience, the meanings it has for them, and any ambivalent thoughts and feelings they may have about the experience. When needed, the therapists offer appropriate assistance for the participant to cope with any apparent ambiguity or difficulty, while fostering the awareness that the participant is the source of their own healing. The therapists keep in mind any intentions for the session that the participant has identified during introductory sessions, while also allowing for additional, perhaps unexpected, psychic material to emerge. They also consider individual psychological factors, such as attachment style, that may impact the therapeutic relationship (transference and countertransference) and influence the degree and specific nature of therapeutic intervention that will be best suited to that individual [29].

To maintain the delicate balance between focusing on the inner experience and providing a safe space for exploring this experience in an open-ended way, the therapists must respect the inner healing intelligence of the participant’s own psyche and body, skillfully interweaving periods of interaction with periods of silent witnessing. At times, after periods of silence, it is important for the therapists to inquire about the participant’s experience in order to maintain supportive contact and to determine whether suggestions, encouragement, or further inquiry may be beneficial. At other times, the therapists may encourage the participant to discontinue talking and focus on their inner experience. There are several situations in which this approach is particularly appropriate:
when the participant seems to have encountered an impasse, after periods of talking that seem to represent defensive avoidance, or during the emergence of an emotionally charged issue that may benefit from the opportunity for deeper self-exploration during the period of strong MDMA effects. Consider the following example:

Participant: “When my brother left, there was just no contact for me. I really felt abandoned. He was a rock for me. I could feel safe. He was a really good brother, and then he went to California, and he was gone.”

Therapist: “Do you think it would be a good time to go inside with these feelings?”

Participant: “Yeah.”

Therapist: (After a long silence) “How is it going in there?”

Participant: “It is really crazy. And not at all what I was expecting ... I don’t know if I can even verbalize it. Some of it is really dark and some of it is not. It is kind of anxiety-provoking. It’s like stuff I had no idea was in me. I am OK being there. It’s not realistic at all. I am not really trying to connect it with anything. It is kind of like I want to get out of my skin. I kept wanting to stop and then wanting to stay. I’ll stop if it gets too weird.”

This non-directive invitation led to unexpected and important material that might not have come if the suggestion had been more specific/directive.

Therapist: “It’s OK not to put it into words at this point. Just stay as present with it as much as you can.”

Participant: “OK.”

Participants naturally want to get maximum benefit from their sessions, so they often need reminding of the paradox that this is usually best accomplished by surrendering to the process rather than trying to direct it. They should be reminded that, in MDMA-assisted psychotherapy, important insights and healing often arise through a non-linear process that may shift and resolve in unexpected ways. This process is enhanced by the participant’s trust that the inner healing intelligence, in conjunction with the medicine, will bring forth whatever experiences are needed for healing and growth, so anything that arises is viewed as part of the healing process. In this vein, the participant is encouraged to surrender to the process as fully as possible and not to “get ahead of the medicine” with efforts to direct it. The therapists’ role is often to follow, rather than guide, the participant, as they explore new and unexpected perceptions and realizations. At other times, it may be helpful for the therapists to remind the participant that facing painful experiences is actually a path toward healing.

The therapists may provide verbal reassurance, when needed, and nurturing touch, if requested, when the participant is facing upsetting, potentially overwhelming thoughts, memories, or feelings. However, care should be taken not to interrupt the participant’s process unnecessarily or to convey a lack of trust in the participant’s own inner healing ability. The therapists should track their own emotional reactions and refrain from intervening in response to their own needs. The therapists’ ability to be present without needing to intervene, other than perhaps with a gentle reminder of their presence, can convey a strong message of compassionate support and trust in the healing process.
Therapist: “We’re right here with you. Use your breath and stay with it as much as you can. We know this is difficult, but we also know from experience that this is an important part of the healing. Fully experiencing and expressing this, moving through it instead of away from it is the way to really heal it.”

With a combination of empathic listening, questions, and observations, the therapists facilitate two complimentary aspects of processing these challenging experiences: facing and even amplifying the experience in order to allow the spontaneous unfolding of the healing process, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, clarifying, understanding, and gaining new perspectives about past experience and painful emotions.

Therapists must attend to balancing their responsibilities as facilitators and as noninvasive observers. Attaining and maintaining this balance may prove challenging at times, particularly when the therapists must decide when it is desirable to allow the participant to explore and confront their inner experience without any interaction and when it is more appropriate to interact with the participant in order to facilitate a particular avenue of experience. There is no formula for achieving this balance. The amount of time spent in interaction may vary considerably from one session to another. Maintaining an effective balance requires a focus on the participant’s verbal and nonverbal communications, as well as an understanding of the specifics of their psychological history and the nature of their particular healing process. For example, if someone is known to have a tendency to isolate, then the therapists would have a lower threshold for checking in with them and asking about their experience. On the other hand, if someone has a tendency to defend against painful feelings by talking and intellectualizing, the therapists would more readily encourage them to put the eyeshades and headphones back on and focus attention “inward.” For many individuals, both avoidance and withdrawal may be observed at different times. Maintaining a skillful balance also requires a thorough understanding of the nature of MDMA effects and the non-linear manner in which they can lead to healing.

5.2 Initiating MDMA-Assisted Psychotherapy

At the beginning of the MDMA-assisted session, the therapists review the approach to therapy and the range of experiences that may occur during the session, as well as inquire about any concerns or questions the participant might have. This interaction encourages the participant to disclose their feelings and provides an opportunity for the therapists to reassure the participant, to remind them of the value of a non-directive approach, and to reinforce receptivity towards the healing potential of the therapeutic experience. Consider the following example:

Participant: “I have this thing about the unknown. It just doesn’t sit well with me. I don’t do well with it. When I know what to expect, it’s OK. Not knowing and having unanswered questions, I just don’t do well with. Like the idea of possibly having flashbacks ... and I don’t know, worst case scenario.”

Therapist: “It’s really natural to be anxious about that. One of the challenges of this approach is being willing to go into it and work with whatever comes up. Your reactions are common. I think it is helpful to remember nothing is going to come up that is not already there. Whatever comes up is something you are walking around with already but maybe not fully conscious of. I know it can be scary. The paradox is, although this approach could stir up memories or even flashbacks, temporarily, it allows you to move through them in a way, so that you are actually more apt to be free of them and less likely to have them be a problem for you in the long run. It’s possible you could have more symptoms temporarily, like we talked about.”
Participant: “Yeah right. Is this one of those things where you won’t remember what happened? Like being under sedation?”

Therapist: “You’ll remember this. One of the qualities of MDMA is that it makes it easier to face memories and not be overwhelmed and actually work through them and the painful emotions in a way that is healing rather than re-traumatizing. In everyday life, flashbacks and memories can come up spontaneously and overwhelm you. We are trying to change this by inviting whatever comes up to come up in a safe setting, with the medicine helping you approach it without being overwhelmed. The idea is to approach your memories with less fear and less defensiveness.”

Participant: (Sigh) “If that can happen …”

Therapist: “We’re here to help you stay with what you’re experiencing and encourage you not to judge whether it’s the right thing or the wrong thing, but experience it, as fully as possible.”

Participant: “Uh huh.”

Therapist: “Ask for support in whatever way you need, if you want us to hold your hand or hold you or if you want to talk to us. It’s really good to ask for support if you feel you can. I know a lot of your tendency can be to tough your way through …”

Participant: “My normal approach is to suck it up.”

Therapist: “Today is an invitation and encouragement to let go of as much of that as possible. This is a whole day for you to have all the support you need, all the support you are able to accept, and allow yourself to feel and work with whatever comes up rather than pushing it away or sucking it up.”

Therapists should inquire about and address any concerns the participant has about the upcoming session.

Therapist: “You mentioned that you’re worried that this stuff with your dad may come up. We want to remind you that we’re here to support you in working with whatever comes up and we believe that whatever does come up is coming up for healing.”

Participant: “OK. I feel good about that.”

Therapists should refer to the agreements that were made during integrative sessions about touch, staying for the entire session, no harm to self, others, or property, and permission for the therapists to bring up the index trauma if it has not come up.

Therapist: “We don’t want to direct this nearly as much as we want to follow and support the way it unfolds for you. So we trust that your own inner healing mechanism will bring up whatever needs to come up. As we talked about before, we would like to have an agreement that at some point, if nothing about the trauma has come up spontaneously, we’ll bring it up in some way so that we can work with it. But we will let your own unfolding of the process take the lead and if it’s clear that you’re having a deep non-verbal process, we won’t interrupt that to bring up the trauma.”
Therapists and the participant will talk about their past reactions to anxiety and discuss a plan for ways the therapists can help if anxiety arises.

Participant: “I curl up in a ball and repeatedly say, ‘Stop.’ Please do not touch me because I am afraid that I will hurt you when I am in this state. Just let me rest.”

Therapists encourage the participant to set aside expectations and remain open to whatever emerges (“beginner’s mind”), viewing any experience as presenting an opportunity to heal and developing trust in their own inner healing intelligence.

Therapist: “We encourage you to approach whatever comes up as something that’s coming up as part of your healing process. We trust that your inner healing intelligence will bring you what you need for healing and that’s much more reliable than anything you or we could figure out ahead of time with our rational minds.”

The therapists explain that MDMA is known to increase feelings of intimacy or closeness to others and to reduce fear when confronting emotionally threatening material [8, 11, 15, 30-35]. They remind the participant that in the context of psychotherapy, a combination of drug effects serves to facilitate the therapeutic process by allowing the participant to revisit the trauma without feeling overwhelmed by the terror or shame that may have overwhelmed them in the past. These effects can include enhanced positive mood, novel thoughts about meaning of objects, events or memories, also increased access to distressing thoughts and memories, reduced anxiety, increased feelings of empathy or closeness to others, and decreased self-blame and judgment [12, 33, 35-41]. This combination of drug effects should support the participant in overcoming the emotional numbing of PTSD and allow them to be more fully open to experiencing the full range of emotions (e.g. grief, fear, rage, as well as joy, happiness, love, comfort, etc.) without the subjective feeling of being overwhelmed. MDMA is expected to make it easier to process feelings and memories in a helpful way, but the therapists should make it clear that this does not mean it will be easy and also that they are there to offer support if there are times when it is difficult.

The participant should have an understanding of what to expect about the onset of effects. Onset of subjective and physiological effects of MDMA begins 30 to 75 minutes after oral administration. These may include heightened sensation and perceptual changes, including visual distortions, alteration in the brightness of the room or of colors, changes in the quality or apparent location of sounds, altered perception of time (especially slowing), and changes in the meaning or significance of perceptions, thoughts, and memories [34, 38, 39, 41, 42].

When the MDMA is administered, it should be offered to the participant in a bowl or other small container for the participant to pick up themself and swallow with water. This presentation symbolizes the nature of the therapeutic relationship in which the therapists are offering the participant a tool and the participant retains the ability to choose whether to use it.

Shortly after MDMA administration, the participant is guided towards a relaxed state and may find it helpful to focus on abdominal breathing. Within approximately 15 minutes of ingesting the MDMA, the participant is encouraged to recline on the futon, use eye shades and headphones, if they are comfortable doing so, and relax into the music selected for the session. The therapist softly reminds the participant to be open to whatever unfolds and trust their innate healing capacity and to ask for whatever they need. From this point on, the MDMA-assisted session consists of periods of inner focus during which the participant attends to their intrapsychic experience without talking, alternating with periods of interaction with the therapists. The ratio of inner focus to interaction is typically approximately 50:50, but varies considerably from session
to session. During the periods of inner focus, the therapists maintain a clear empathic presence to support the process.

In some cases, the participant may become anxious at the onset of the MDMA. Consider the following example:

Participant: “I feel really weird. My arms and legs feel heavy and tingly.”

Therapist: “I want to remind you that you’re in a safe place and we’re paying close attention to how your body is reacting. Use your breath. What you’re experiencing is a normal reaction to the MDMA effect starting. By using your breath like we practiced, you can stay with the energy in your body.”

Participant: (Begins breathing/music is soft and melodic)

Therapist: (After a long silence) “It’s very common to feel a lot of energy in your body. One thing is to breathe into it and experience it, maybe savor it, and also if your body wants to move, just let your body express itself.”

Participant: “I need direction. I’m just going every which way. I need something to focus on. I need something to think about ... too many thoughts.”

Therapist: “Try to see what direction the medication gives you. Instead of trying to control your thoughts, trust the medicine will unravel these knots in some way and take on direction. I know there is an abundance of energy in your body, so you do not have to make your body relax, just let your body do whatever it needs to as your thoughts float by.”

5.3 Period of Peak Effects of MDMA

Peak effects typically occur 70 to 90 minutes after drug administration [42-44] and persist for 1 to 3 hours [33, 39, 45]. The therapists check-in with the participant after 60 minutes if the participant has not talked since the administration of the medication. This check-in reminds the participant of the therapists’ presence and provides the therapists with a sense of the participant’s inner state. Based on this information, the therapists either encourage the participant to return to an inner focus or to share more about their inner experience.

To check-in with the participant at 60 minutes, one of the therapists may put a hand gently on the participant’s shoulder (if the participant has previously given permission to be touched in this way) and ask softly. Consider the following example:

Therapist: “It’s been an hour and we’re just checking in to see how you’re doing.”

Participant: “I don’t remember so much about my childhood. It’s hard for me to imagine that I can heal this stuff if I don’t remember what it is. I just want to dig it out.”

Therapist: “So what I encourage you to do right now, as much as possible, is to stay with all of that, including the feelings of frustration and concerns about not being able to remember. Let yourself just go into feeling all of it. As much as you can, let go of worrying about how you are going to heal. Breathe into the process and trust your own inner healing intelligence with the help of the medicine.”
As the session progresses, the participant is likely to experience a positive mood and a sense of trust in both self and others. During some sessions, this shift, often accompanied by a sense of gratitude and helpful insights about current life situations, occurs relatively early in the session, before the trauma comes up. These experiences seem to provide a platform from which the participant is then later able to approach the emergence of traumatic memories and painful emotions with a greater sense of strength and safety that comes with an empathic shift in consciousness. This expansion in consciousness allows the participant to develop a new sense of mastery over the trauma and the accompanying painful emotions. During other sessions, participants are confronted by traumatic memories relatively early in the session before they have affirming experiences. In this case, affirming experiences are likely to come later in that session, or even in subsequent sessions, and contribute to a sense of resolution and healing and a shift in perspective about the world. What Grof said of work with LSD also applies to MDMA: the medicine functions to some extent as a “nonspecific amplifier” of mental processes. What is usually experienced as difficult, may come to feel intensely sad, frightening, or enraging. What is typically pleasant or affirming, may become associated with intense joy.

An advantage of the relatively non-directive approach, is that it allows each participant’s process to take whichever of these paths, or any other path, chosen by the individual’s innate healing intelligence.

Consider the following example of an affirming experience early in the session. In her first MDMA-assisted session, this particular participant started with a Subjective Units of Distress (SUD) rating at 7/7. She reported being very anxious about the unknown, including fear that flashbacks would be triggered. About 45 minutes after MDMA administration, she said:

“My legs are a little heavy and my chest is a little hot, not a bad thing. I'm not nervous anymore. I feel warm and fuzzy I'm not stressed at all.” At the 1-hour point, her SUD was 0 (actually, she reported it as “minus 15”). “Colors are bright, I feel warm inside, there’s lots of energy ... My thoughts are coming fast. I need some direction. Love, I’m seeing blocks to it.” The therapists suggested she focus her attention back inside. After a few minutes she said, “I just heard, ‘You’re the greatest!’ ... I see the link between the derealization and the rape.” She talked briefly about the rape and became aware of anger, self-blame, and feeling alone, and then said, “There has been desperation under the numbness. I feel protected now, I finally feel loved and protected. (Tears) It’s good to have someone who cares.” She went on to talk some more about the rape in this session with realizations about how experiences in childhood had made her vulnerable. She spent much of the session appreciating being able to really feel, for the first time, how much love and safety there was in her marriage. In the follow-up sessions, she said, “Now I have a map of the battlefield. I think next time I’ll be able to go deeper processing the trauma,” which she did.

The above exchange is an example of what is meant by “non-directive”. The therapists did give her some direction when she asked for it, suggesting that she focus her attention back inside. It was presented as a suggestion, not an instruction, and it did not direct her thoughts, which she said were “coming fast”, in any particular direction, or try to intervene to slow her thoughts down. The richness and value of the experiences that unfolded are evidence of the therapeutic potential of this approach.
Consider the following example of an experience of being confronted by traumatic memories relatively early in the session:

One participant, in her first MDMA-assisted session, started crying an hour after MDMA administration and described fear, sadness, blurry vision, and body sensations that she’d had when she was stabbed. She went on to spontaneously re-experience the trauma in detail, as if watching a movie with time slowed down and said, “It feels more real now than when it happened.” At times she was able to describe it to the therapists, at other times, she was having full blown flashbacks saying, “Please don’t let me die, I have things I have to wrap up, get down, get down,” as she held her hands up, as if to protect herself. This experience continued for more than an hour with the therapists listening empathically and periodically making contact to remind her of their presence. The result was a profound level of healing that continued to unfold from this opportunity to process the trauma in a safe setting that allowed her to stay more present than she had been during the actual event.

It is common for participants to make connections spontaneously between their feelings about specific traumatic events and earlier childhood experiences. Often, they arrive at insights about how earlier experiences may have left them more vulnerable to being traumatized later or may have affected their response to subsequent trauma. Consider the following example:

Therapist: “You were beginning to sense the fear.”

Participant: “It changed from fear to ‘I’m really mad at myself for allowing it to happen.’”

Therapist: “Is that easier to feel than the fear?”

Participant: “I guess so.”

Therapist: “Because you were experiencing that and the fear began to come up and I invited you to go inside and feel the fear. How long before it switched to the anger?”

Participant: “Not long at all.”

Therapist: “Do you think your mind does that to distract you from the feeling of fear.”

Participant: “That’s possible. After the initial, ‘What the hell is going on,’ my mind clicked into ‘This is not happening. This is just too absurd to be happening’ … all the way back to when I was little … I never felt protected, really. There’s never been any support. I wasn’t free to be me … just what the situation called for. I had to do it then too, be what the situation called for.”

(Long silence)

“I feel like a lot of this baggage I’ve been carrying around I put onto myself, either disappointment in myself or self-blame. Don’t get me wrong, I don’t think I deserved it or asked for it or did something to bring that on. I don’t feel that way at all. It’s like your baseline and you’ve got your self-doubt, desperation on top of that, and before you know it, you’ve got a seven-layer burrito. I can feel every one of them. I don’t know how to express it or articulate it but I can feel every one of them. It’s not the ‘Yuck’ that I used to describe. They’re stacked one on top of the other. I guess I have just done it for so long
that when the rape happened, it was the straw that broke the camel’s back. I just left. My mind said that’s enough, no more.”

In this approach, it is assumed that the therapists have no way of knowing when, or for whom, it will be most useful to focus on the “index trauma” and when it may be most useful for them to make connections to other events or periods in their lives. The relatively non-directive approach leaves this decision up to the individual’s innate healing intelligence.

MDMA-assisted psychotherapy helps the participant face traumatic memories and process associated thoughts and emotions. As illustrated above, there are often insights about longstanding emotional and behavioral patterns based on early protective responses to underlying rage, grief, and shame. With more self-acceptance and less self-criticism, the participant gains clarity and self-confidence, a sense of self-efficacy, and a less fearful, more open and curious, relationship to unfolding memories, thoughts, and feelings. A sense of inner calm, rather than extreme arousal, on confronting trauma-related material is expected to help the participant examine memories and thoughts more closely and objectively, while at the same time, allowing powerful emotions to surface. The sense of safety may work in concert with facilitated recall to allow deeper exploration of trauma-related events and their effects on relationships and other aspects of the participant’s life. This mechanism is consistent with observations from other methods of therapy that require trauma processing, which to be effective, must be accompanied by a degree of emotional engagement or “fear activation,” while avoiding dissociation or overwhelming emotion [1]. This strategy has been referred to as working within the “optimal arousal zone” or “window of tolerance” [4, 46, 47]. Consider the following example:

Participant: “Fear is the only emotion I’ve ever really known that well ... afraid of this, afraid of that. That’s all I remember feeling for as far as I can remember. Heart-stopping, gut-wrenching fear.”

Therapist: “Hmm.” (Long silence/soft piano music)

Participant: “I’ve kept all this inside for so long. It feels so heavy, these emotions ... it’s like I was trained this way ever since I can remember. Children were to be seen and not heard. From that point on, I sought to make myself as insignificant as possible. Then after the rape happened, I was headline news. I knew everyone at the hospital. I was ashamed, like I had a scarlet letter.”

Therapist: “I think it’s important for you to experience these feelings of fear and shame. You’ve been holding on to these emotions for so long and also, the belief that you have to be a certain way. It is a really powerful thing to feel, just the realization of it.”

Participant: “And it all ties into how I handled my adult relationships because I was always afraid to be myself because nobody would like me, as myself. Then Tom comes along and I don’t have to be a certain way. Now I have someone I can lean on and somebody that is there for me and doesn’t judge me. It’s a great feeling.”

As the participant experiences a greater sense of closeness to others, with more trust and intimacy, they may also feel empathy and forgiveness for self and others. Ideally, this progression leads the participant to feel worthy despite the shame or distress caused by the traumatic event or events.
Participant: “I felt that interconnection between me and Tom. I haven’t felt it for a long time and that’s what makes me feel so much better, knowing that it is still there. It’s been a big stressor for me not to have felt that anymore.”

Such insights may also help the participant develop greater trust in the therapists and make it easier to talk about inner experience. The participant may also be more likely to comply with any suggestions intended to improve the therapeutic experience or to help the participant stay engaged with a particular element of the experience, such as a difficult memory, feeling, or insight.

Participant: “It sucks to just live. Y’all are really a godsend. It is so nice to have someone who understands. For so long it’s been take this pill, take that pill. The night that I was raped, the first thing that popped into my mind was, ’They are not going to believe me because of the T-shirt I was wearing.’ I really thought nobody would believe me. And here you are. Just throughout the years, everyone said take this and take that. Nobody’s really bothered to dig down to the symptoms and help me figure out what’s causing this.”

This kind of verbal expression, witnessed by the therapists, usually plays an important role in the therapeutic process. As the therapists listen and talk with the participant, they are also assessing whether such verbal interaction is indicated or whether it may be an attempt to defend against difficult or painful emotional material. Although the overall therapeutic approach should be largely non-directive, nevertheless, sometimes guidance or redirection may be valuable. If the participant seems to be intellectualizing, then the inner experience is probably not resolved and needs more time to unfold. This situation is sometimes referred to as the participant “getting ahead of the internal emotional experience.” In this situation, it is valuable for the therapists to intervene and guide the participant back to their internal experience. In this case, guidance should be offered as a possible choice without implying that it is expected or is the only correct course to follow.

Sometimes the invitation is to expand on verbal discussion:

Therapist: “Would you like to tell us more about that?”

Or to direct attention to non-verbal or indirect communication:

Therapist: “I just noticed that your voice changed. Is there something going on that you notice?”

At other times the invitation is to focus inward:

Therapist: “Would you be willing to experiment with not distracting yourself that way for a few minutes just to see what you might discover?”

Therapist: “Maybe this would be a good time to put the eye shades and headphones on and go back inside to let the medicine help you with this?”

Some participants are reluctant to “go back inside” despite encouragement to do so. Their choice should be respected, however if it is a repeated pattern, it should be explored with non-judgmental curiosity at some point, either during experimental sessions or integrative sessions in preparation for the next experimental session.
Other participants may follow the suggestion to “go inside,” but have a tendency to start talking again within seconds or a few minutes. In this case, it may be helpful for the therapists to frame the suggestion in terms of a period of time, for instance:

Therapist: “Maybe this would be a good time to put the eye shades and headphones on and go back inside for a period of time, to see what the medicine and your inner healing intelligence may show you about all of this.”

Bringing attention to the body and/or the breath may be useful ways of directing attention back toward inner experience. Consider the following example:

Therapist: “Where do you feel that in your body?”

Therapist: “It may be helpful to really get into a comfortable position and allow your body to sink into the mattress.”

Participant: “I feel so crooked. Are you going to be able to walk me through any of the traumatic experiences to kind of help me focus?”

Therapist: “Absolutely. If it feels like it’s the time to do that now, we can help you do that, but it might be better at this point to first go inside and, as much as you can, relax into the way the experience will unfold. Sometimes talking can get in the way of the experience. We can talk more later.”

This response was based on the therapist’s sense that the participant was trying to force the experience and was looking for outer direction at the expense of inner awareness.

Participant: “I feel really restless.”

Therapist: “Just try to go with the flow with that energy for a little while.”

Therapist: “I think it might be good to lie down, sink into the mattress, and let your body get comfortable with that movement if you need to. Try and let your breath take you into the confusion and let the medicine work as you breathe and take you through it.”

Participant: “If you don’t mind, could you remind me to breathe into it? Just give me a little sign to breathe.”

Therapist: “How about if I just touch your shoulder to remind you? Remember the words, ‘Don’t get ahead of the medicine.’ Let the medicine take you where you need to go.”

In many cases, simply bringing attention to the body by inquiring about the present moment physical experience and encouraging the participant to allow spontaneous movement or expression will be all that is needed for further discovery and release of tensions or blocks in the body. If further facilitation is needed, the specific approach will vary according to the therapists’ training and experience, but must always be presented as a suggestion or invitation to further exploration, rather than as an instruction or requirement.

If the participant “resists” a suggestion, recognize that this is probably not deliberate, or even conscious, and that it is usually better to accept and follow whatever direction they take, rather than to further challenge or interpret the resistance at that point. An exception to this approach is when someone appears to be avoiding something repeatedly. In such a situation, if the therapist
decides to directly address the resistance, it should be done gently, as a collaborative exploration, with respect for the fact that the underlying intent of a defense is self-protection. As in other therapies, processing the resistance itself, rather than trying to push past it, should be the approach. With a gentle, minimally directive approach, given time, the participant is likely to come back to the issue spontaneously later in the session or in subsequent MDMA-assisted sessions or integrative follow-up sessions.

Participant: “I’ve just been realizing that every time I started to think about that time at the checkpoint, I decided to go to the bathroom. Now I’m ready to talk about it.”

At this point, the participant may have valuable insights about the resistance, as well as the underlying issue. This is a situation in which there is room for flexibility for the therapists’ intuition and judgment. Insights that are formulated spontaneously are likely to be of greater benefit, but sometimes, direction from the therapist may help create a valuable opportunity for healing. It is important to strike a good balance: weighted more toward self-direction than direction from the therapists.

The therapists must recognize and attend to both the participant’s underlying psychological processes and the experience produced by the medicine. This responsibility involves supporting the participant in processing the negative effects of the trauma and simultaneously supporting the softening effects of MDMA. The therapists’ presence and the effects of the medicine can provide a sense of safety, as the participant’s barriers to perception open to allow increased access to memories, thoughts, and emotions with greater clarity, compassion, and sense of interpersonal connection. Consider the following example:

Participant: “Sometimes I am so detached from my family. Sometimes I don’t even feel like I’m Aileen’s mom. There’s just not that ... I don’t know.”

Therapist: “Your derealization takes all of your attention.”

Participant: “My perception is off.”

Therapist: “This is a safe time to notice your own experience more. Try to focus on your experience rather than have it outer-directed or having to just make it through. It appears to be unfolding today that there are these layers connected not only with the rape, but the experiences before. First, the top layer is the depersonalization when that veil came down, then there is self-judgment, and under there, is fear and anger. It is finally safe to revisit that.”

Participant: (Breathing softly)

Increased sensitivity to interpersonal relationships and intimacy issues may allow participants to consider ways in which their symptoms have altered or impaired their relationships with others. With this perspective, participants are better able to view their interpersonal relationships realistically, without judging themselves or others too harshly. Consider the following example:

Participant (during an agreed-upon phone call to the participant’s husband near the end of the session): “Did you tell Tom that I love him?”

Therapist: “No. Sorry I missed that but I can call him back. Is that something you are experiencing deeply now?”
Participant: “Yes, on a deep level, a deep feeling for all the love and understanding of what I am going through and not knowing how to help. He’s my soul mate. I don’t know what I’d do without him. That deep love I feel right now. I haven’t felt that for so long.”

An increased focus on interpersonal relationships may benefit participants who have distanced themselves from others as a way of coping with the trauma or PTSD symptoms. Feelings of interpersonal trust may also help participants who have experienced a lack of support from significant others after traumatic events. The therapists and participant may explicitly seek to explore these areas during part of the MDMA-assisted session.

During the MDMA-assisted session, the participant may experience strong “negative” emotional reactions, including feelings of loss of control. When the therapists see that the participant’s distress is interfering with their ability to stay focused on the inner experience, they intervene, encouraging the participant to stay present with deeper levels of emotion, including distressing feelings, and to trust that it is safe to face the experience. Reminding them that in this supportive setting it is not only safe, but beneficial, to experience the fear of losing control and to experiment with relaxing the need to control, without actually being out of control or in danger. They encourage the participant to surrender control and fully experience and express their feelings, including any fear of losing control. The therapists’ guidance may take the form of:

Introducing previously practiced breathing exercises (e.g. “use your breath to stay with the experience, breathe into it”).

Verbal statements assuring the participant that they are in a safe place and what is coming up now is part of the healing process.

Encouraging the participant to talk about or otherwise express their emotions (e.g. tears, screaming, or other sounds). “Let the tears come” or “Let those sounds come.”

Holding the participant’s hand or providing other nurturing touch.

During difficult periods, one or both therapists offer a supportive touch (if culturally and personally acceptable for the participant) by asking permission (e.g. “would you like me to hold your hand?”).

In these ways, the therapists help the participant stay with powerful emotional experiences, including fear, anxiety, shame, guilt, etc., rather than trying to suppress or avoid them. The therapists remind the participant that this is a natural progression of the therapeutic process, opening up to and moving through inner territory which they may have previously been afraid or unable to fully face.

Therapist: “I encourage you to just be as present as you can with that confusion (stuck feeling, fear, etc.), feel it as fully as you can, and express it in any way it may come.”

Consider the following example of helping the participant with a difficult experience:

Participant: *(Deep breaths)* “Fear.”

Therapist: “Fear. Where do you feel it in your body?”

Participant: “In my chest. It’s hard to breathe, kind of a suffocating kind of fear.”
Therapist: “Any images or content associated with it?”

Participant: “No, just deep seated fear. Just that wrong feeling. It’s just wrong. I don’t know how to explain it. It’s like that ‘take the wind out of your sails ... that overwhelming suffocating fear, terror, just out of control helpless fear.” (Crying)

Therapist: “I would understand this as something you’ve been carrying around and it is now coming up to be expressed and for healing.”

Participant: “It’s weird. My body, I know I’m safe, but my mind just doesn’t want to know it. It’s a weird combination of my mind is telling my body one thing and my body is going ‘NO’ but my mind is just that, just that ... it’s like someone is throwing a wet blanket on me. It’s just that suffocating. You know you can’t catch your breath ... just fear.”

Therapist: “Remember your breathing. We are right here with you.”

Often the invitation to focus inward and/or to bring awareness to the body and use the breath is enough to allow the participant to stay with a difficult experience and eventually move through it to new insights and a sense of clearing, opening, and relaxing of the body. If not, the therapists may offer some level of focused bodywork as an added catalyst to the process.

Therapist: “One option for working with this would be for us to work with that place in your body. It’s totally optional, and if you decide to do it, we’d do it without any agenda, not trying to make anything happen, just to see if there’s something your body wants to do or something there to release. And you can always say stop any time.”

Often participants have vivid images that may depict some aspect of their healing process. Consider the following examples:

“I felt deeply connected to painful feelings of the traumas as I saw them go by in spheres, but it didn’t cause anxiety. I felt deep sadness in my heart, [crying] but also deep happiness that I was healing it and letting it go.”

“It’s like, every time I go inside I see flowers and I pick one, and that’s the thing to work on next. And there are things that are hard to take, but each time I move through them it feels so much better.”

“It’s like there have been ropes tied around me and now they’re loosening.”

“I’m a huge pile of fertilizer composting and turning into beautiful rich soil. It’s a perfect time to have rain. I’m a converter, I’m the earth, I am. Leaves, rain, even acid rain hit me, and I have a powerful ecosystem, all can be absorbed. What we’re doing here is turning compost.”

“I see huge white doors with beautiful white glass, so huge and heavy, but a master has engineered them so you can open them with one hand. It’s only without the fear that the doors are so light. How interesting! If I go up to them with all the fears, it makes me weak. I’m taking those fears out of different parts of my body, looking at them and saying ‘it’s OK but I’m leaving you here.’ The fear served me well at one time, but not now for going through these doors.”
5.4 Later Part of the MDMA-Assisted Psychotherapy Session

As the effects of the MDMA subside, the therapists may talk with the participant more extensively about what they experienced during the session. The therapists ask if the participant would like to give more detailed feedback on their emotional and psychosomatic status [16]. However, there should be no pressure to do so at this point; it may be left for follow-up sessions.

Therapist: “There is no pressure to talk now, but we want to give you the opportunity to share more detail if that feels right. Sometimes people have the sense that it is best to hold the experience in silence until another day and others find it useful to talk about it at this point.”

The therapists encourage the participant to reflect on and accept the validity of the experience, including any new insights. If the participant expresses any regrets or self-judgment about what occurred during the experimental session the therapists help them to normalize these feelings and provide reassurance. Consider the following example:

Therapist: “You know, today you've faced and talked about a lot of difficult experiences in ways you haven’t been able to before. It’s really important to your healing process that you did, it’s definitely a good thing, and it’s also really understandable that there would be some second thoughts or judgments about it as the medicine wears off, which is common for people doing this work. Part of our role is to help you process these thoughts and feelings too and respect that there are parts of you that may not trust the validity of the experience yet. It’s all part of the process. How do you see it? Was it a genuine experience or just a drug experience that wasn’t really valid or real?”

Participant: “No, it was a real experience. It was my own experience. The drug made it possible, but it was my experience.”

If the participant indicates physical pain, tension, anxiety, or other signs of distress, the therapists may use focused bodywork (see Section 6.3 Focused Bodywork During Integration).

When a participant’s emotional distress persists toward the end of the session and they are not able to process and spontaneously move through something difficult, the following steps may be helpful. In most cases, these steps should be taken sequentially, proceeding to the next step only if necessary:

1. Ask: “What are you aware of in your body?” This question helps the participant become conscious of the link between distressing emotions and any somatic manifestations. Making this link and making the suggestion to “Breathe into that area and allow your experience to unfold” may be the only intervention that is needed.

2. Encourage the participant to “Use your breath to help you stay as present as you can with this experience. Go inside to allow your inner healing intelligence to work with this.” If the participant is still under the influence of the MDMA add, “The medicine will help that happen.”

3. If the participant is quite agitated (anxious affect, moving on the mat, opening eyes), it may be helpful to hold the participant’s hand or to put a hand gently on the participant’s arm, chest, back, or on an area where the participant is experiencing pain, tension or other physical symptoms. This nurturing touch can be reassuring and help refocus attention on inner experience, but should only be done with the participant’s permission.
4. Ask: “Is there any content (specific images, memories, or thoughts) coming up with these feelings?” If so, the therapists may encourage further discussion. The opportunity to put the experience into words may in itself be therapeutic, especially in this safe setting. This juncture may also be an opening for the therapists to help the participant explore connections between current symptoms and past traumatic experiences, as well as an opportunity to begin putting these experiences into perspective in their current life.

5. After this period of talking, as well as periodically throughout the session, encourage the participant to “go back inside,” to focus on their own inner experience.

6. If the participant continues to express or exhibit emotional distress, somatic tension, or pain, bodywork of a more focused nature may be indicated, according to the therapists’ training and experience in this area.

5.5 Concluding the MDMA-Assisted Psychotherapy Session

As the MDMA-assisted session draws to a close, the participant may invite a significant other into the consultation room to join in their integration process. This visit should be discussed and planned for well in advance of the MDMA-assisted sessions. The therapists should meet with the participant and significant other so they can assess the quality of the relationship and the level of the significant other’s ability to be appropriately supportive without being directive or intrusive. If there is reason to believe that a visit at this time would interfere with rather than support the integration process, the therapists should advise against contact with the significant other until the next day.

If a significant other is invited to visit, there should be an agreement that they will wait in the waiting room until one of the therapists comes out to talk to them. If, as is sometimes but not usually the case, the significant other has been asked to come before most of the MDMA effects have worn off, the participant should be prepared to wait until the therapists and participant decide it is a good time to invite them into the session room. The participant should be encouraged not to take it personally if, because of the nature of the session, they are not invited in until later than anticipated. When the significant other arrives, one of the therapists (with prior permission from the participant) should meet briefly with them outside the session room to explain the participant’s present condition, to ask about any concerns or questions the significant other may have, and to assess their capacity to be empathically present with the participant in their current state of mind. Consider the following example:

Therapist (outside the session room with a participant’s husband who has come 4 hours after MDMA administration): “Hi, thanks for coming. She’s having a very good and powerful session. She would like you to come back, but wants me to get an agreement with you first. She will also understand if you decide you can’t give that agreement and she’ll be OK whatever you decide. She wants to talk to you more about her abuse, but she’s afraid you may confront and harm her abuser. That’s why she hasn’t talked to you more about it in the past. So she wants to know if you’ll agree that, no matter what you hear, you won’t act on it that way. I can totally understand if you can’t honestly agree to that and she can understand that too. We can also understand if you just aren’t prepared to hear more about her abuse, because I’m sure it will be difficult to hear. We want you to be really honest about what you can agree to and what you feel is OK for you to do.”
Significant Other (after some reflection): “I can agree to that. I know it would be good if we both stopped avoiding talking about it. I’ve been avoiding bringing it up because I didn’t think she wanted to talk about it.”

The significant other and participant went on to have a beautifully connected conversation about the abuse. They were able to talk and listen to each other with empathy and understanding, as well as to process each of their feelings about it in a very healing way.

Toward the end of the session, the therapists discuss with both the participant and significant other some of the after-effects of the MDMA experience and what might be expected over the course of time as the healing process unfolds. This point can be a good time to review understandings about how they may best support each other during this time.

The participant remains overnight in the treatment setting, accompanied by a trained attendant. The participant may be given the option for their significant other to stay as well. Both the participant and the attendant are given a means to contact the therapists. The therapists are available by phone and they can also return to the clinic if requested by the participant or the attendant.

The therapists consider physiological measures (blood pressure, pulse, and temperature) and self-reported distress and mental state to make a clinical judgment concerning the participant’s stability and the waning of drug effects. If the participant is experiencing residual emotional distress, the therapists use clinical judgment to assess the intensity of distress and to gauge what interventions should be employed. In most cases, the proper intervention will be to allow the participant to express their feelings, as well as to help them understand the importance of these feelings in the overall healing process. The therapists will only depart from the clinic when they have concluded that the participant is emotionally and medically stable and that most MDMA effects have subsided.

The participant should be informed that, though the acute effects of the MDMA have worn off, the effects of the MDMA-assisted session inevitably continue to unfold over the hours and days following the session. Often, the participant is encouraged to write about their experience and/or create artwork with materials provided as ways of continuing to explore and express their unfolding experience. The participant is also encouraged to pay attention to and write down any dreams they remember in the days following the session. The participant is also assured that the therapists will continue to provide support and help in working through and resolving any difficulties. Before leaving, the therapists may review and assist the participant in practicing relaxation and self-soothing techniques that were taught in the introductory sessions. If the participant’s distress is not sufficiently decreased by the above measures, the therapists should consider focused bodywork. A “rescue medication” may be administered if significant anxiety persists and all other interventions have failed to reduce anxiety to a tolerable level.
If all means of reducing the participant’s distress have failed and the participant remains severely anxious, agitated, in danger of self-harm or suicide, or is otherwise psychologically unstable at the end of a 2-hour stabilization period, the therapists may decide between one of three options:

1. One or both of the therapists may stay with the participant until they are stable.

2. The therapists may meet with the participant daily until the period of destabilization has passed.

3. The participant may be hospitalized until they are in a stable condition.

The therapists would use the option of hospitalization only under extreme conditions, attempting all other viable options first. Hospitalization is likely to be indicated only very rarely and would typically be utilized only if the individual is significantly clinically disorganized, unable to care for themself, or posing a potential danger to themself or others.

Barring the need for any ongoing treatment or attention from the therapists, the participant spends the rest of the evening and night in a comfortable private room in the clinic or offices of the therapists. An attendant is on duty during this time and has a separate room in which to rest. The attendant can function as an impartial and empathic listener, if desired, but primarily serves as a supportive caretaker and monitors the mental and physical state of the participant. Attendants must have the capacity to be present with other people’s emotions without becoming emotionally reactive themselves. They are instructed to respect any desire the participant may have for quiet time alone or to listen compassionately if the participant wants to talk. Attendants should not interpret the participant’s experiences or otherwise act as therapists. Attendants see to the participant’s need for food or liquids and offer companionship by sitting or taking a walk with them, according to the participant’s desires. The attendant contacts the therapists if at any time the participant seems to be experiencing undue distress.

The participant may spend time indoors or outdoors, so long as the attendant is nearby. However, the participant is encouraged to rest, reflect on, and integrate the recent experience in a quiet atmosphere.

Although MDMA-assisted psychotherapy often leads to improvement in or resolution of insomnia secondary to PTSD, it is quite common for participants to have difficulty sleeping the night following the MDMA-assisted session, in part because of residual amphetamine-like effects of MDMA. It is reasonable for the responsible physician to prescribe a sedative/hypnotic, such as zolpidem or a benzodiazepine, if the participant desires and there are not any contraindications.

A follow-up integrative session occurs on the morning following each MDMA-assisted session.

The principal therapist, in consultation with the medical monitor, is responsible for disqualifying any participant who has had a sufficiently adverse physiological or emotional response to MDMA during the first MDMA-assisted session that a subsequent MDMA-assisted session would present an unacceptable risk.

If a particularly severe panic or other problematic psychological reaction (e.g. suicidality) does occur during or after the first MDMA-assisted session, the therapists will decide whether or not the participant should undergo a second MDMA-assisted session as scheduled in the protocol. This decision should only be made after assessing the participant during the follow-up sessions and should subsequently be thoroughly explained and discussed with the participant. In many cases, if the participant is willing, it is beneficial to proceed to another MDMA-assisted session as
an opportunity to process and resolve underlying causes of the anxiety, rather than reinforcing the idea that it must be avoided.

5.6 Subsequent Experimental MDMA-Assisted Psychotherapy Sessions

Unless there is a medical or psychological complication in the first session, all participants are eligible for one or more additional MDMA-assisted session(s), in accordance with the study protocol. Participants should be asked to discuss their thoughts and feelings about whether or not they choose to undergo an additional session. The therapists should also give their opinions about proceeding. The participant’s decision about whether to continue is respected unless the therapists have an overriding reason for excluding the participant on safety grounds.

Typically, for participants who are offered more than one MDMA-assisted session, the sessions occur several weeks apart. All of the principles and procedures that apply to the first MDMA-assisted session also apply to subsequent sessions, although explanations and reminders at the beginning of the session can be briefer in subsequent sessions. In addition, when preparing for subsequent sessions, the therapists should inquire about and explore any intentions the participant might have for the subsequent session based on their experiences in the previous session or sessions. In accordance with these revealed intentions, the therapists and the participant may make agreements that the therapists will remind the participant of an issue they want to explore, will help them notice if they are avoiding certain subjects, and may be prepared to use or refrain from focused bodywork according to the agreement. Having recognized and discussed these intentions, the participant should also be encouraged to “hold the intentions lightly,” meaning not to be heavy handed in trying to direct or control their experience.

Therapists and participant should strive to strike a balance between making use of what they have learned from the previous experience and taking the opportunity to build on it, versus maintaining a large measure of “beginner’s mind” and remaining open to the natural unfolding of the next experience. Consider the following example:

Participant: “I felt so good after the first session and my whole outlook had changed. I guess for the most part, it still has.”

Therapist: “The last time you said you wanted to more specifically address talking about the trauma. Do you still feel that way?”

Participant: “Oh yeah. I think that’s what’s got me so nervous.”

Therapist: “So as far as the way we approach bringing up the trauma … Do you have any thoughts about how you want that to happen?”

Participant: “All I can really tell you is that I’m not the ‘beat around the bush’ type of person.”

Therapist: (Laughs)

Participant: “Bluntness is usually the best thing. I can’t think of a really good way to approach it. I mean, um, I don’t know, whatever you think.”

Therapist: “I hear you about not beating around the bush. I like that about you. I think it’s useful to strike a balance between giving the experience a chance to come up the way it is naturally going to come up for you, if it does, and us gently guiding you in that direction
in accordance with your intention, if we need to. So probably, like the last time, we’ll wait for a while and if you haven’t checked in with us after an hour, we’ll check-in with you.”

Participant: “Sure.”

Subsequent MDMA-assisted sessions have the potential to facilitate a deeper emotional experience because of several factors:

- An already established therapeutic alliance
- Familiarity with the structure and nature of the MDMA-assisted session
- Experience with the effects of MDMA
- An increased openness to further exploration

The process during the first MDMA-assisted session and the therapeutic work occurring in the follow-up non-drug sessions may help the participant trust the process more deeply going into subsequent sessions. Given a stronger sense of trust and familiarity, the participant is likely to move even further beyond their defenses.

### 6.0 Conducting Integrative Follow-Up Sessions

The ultimate goals of MDMA-assisted psychotherapy are to eliminate symptoms and attain an improved level of wellbeing and functioning. The process of accomplishing these goals continues well beyond the MDMA-assisted sessions themselves and is supported by the follow-up integrative sessions. The importance of integration is emphasized during the introductory therapy sessions, when the participant and therapists discuss the likely trajectory of the therapeutic process. The challenges during the integration stage are to facilitate continued emotional processing and address any difficulties that arise as the experience from the session continues to unfold, and at the same time to help the participant apply any benefits gained in the MDMA-assisted sessions to daily life. These benefits are likely to include valuable insights and perspectives, a broader emotional range, greater resilience, and deepened interpersonal skills. The therapists help the participant weave all aspects of the therapeutic experience into a new relationship with self, with others, and with their traumatic history. This phase of treatment brings these elements together in a cohesive, harmonious way.

Since it is difficult to predict how much difficulty a given participant will have with the integration process, it is important to be alert to possible problems, such as shame and self-judgment about having revealed secrets or challenging shifts in relationships and family systems as the participant heals and changes. Conversely, the therapists should be open to the possibility of an easy integration that requires minimal intervention beyond empathic listening and sharing appreciation for the participant’s healing and growth. The therapists should therefore remain flexible in their response to each participant’s particular needs.

### 6.1 Therapist’s Role During Integrative Follow-up

During follow-up integrative sessions, the therapists are present to answer any questions the participant may have, as well as to offer support and encouragement as the participant processes the emotional responses and new perceptions resulting from the MDMA-assisted session. The therapists take a supportive and validating stance toward the participant’s experience. They also
help the participant further explore and develop new insights about their trauma, new perspectives about life and relationships, shifts in their relationship to their own emotions, and the clearing of old thought patterns and reactions that may have outlived their usefulness. They discuss the meaning of the memories, thoughts, feelings, and insights experienced during the MDMA-assisted sessions and how this new meaning will be manifested in daily living. The therapists may offer insights or interpretations regarding the participant’s experience, but this should be minimized. Participants should be encouraged to exercise their own judgment about whether any given comment by the therapists may or may not resonate for them and to apply their own discernment about what may be applicable to them and useful for understanding their experience.

The therapists encourage the participant to make time in daily life to reflect on the MDMA-assisted sessions in order to bring valuable elements of the non-ordinary experience into ordinary consciousness. They will suggest ways to facilitate this, such as:

- Listening to music from the sessions
- Listening to audio or video recordings from the MDMA-assisted sessions
- Practicing breathing techniques
- Drawing
- Singing
- Dancing
- Yoga
- Exercising
- Spending time in nature
- Painting or other forms of creative expression

The use of creative endeavors for recalling and retaining memories, thoughts, feelings, or insights from MDMA-sessions may provide the participant with a new set of coping skills with which to restructure anxiogenic cognitions and reactions to trauma-related environmental triggers. The therapists encourage these activities that allow restructuring to emerge from the participant’s own thought process, ongoing emotional processing, and continuing self-exploration. In this way, the clarity of thought and the ability to safely and effectively process difficult emotions that are catalyzed by MDMA-assisted sessions can serve as templates of corrective experience to be accessed in daily life.

### 6.2 Integrative Follow-up Sessions

The integration process, begins with an initial 90-minute integrative follow-up treatment session scheduled for the morning after the first experimental session. It provides an opportunity to discuss the participant’s experience during the experimental session and to process any thoughts or feelings that have come up since the session, including difficult reactions, such as anxiety or self-judgment. After the initial session, several more integrative sessions are scheduled prior to the next MDMA-assisted session or before entering into long-term follow-up. There is also a
week of brief daily phone contact to assess the participant’s general wellbeing and possible need for more therapist contact prior to the next scheduled visit.

During integrative follow-up sessions, participants should be invited, but not required, to talk more about some of the details of their experience during the experimental session, to direct attention toward any insights or emotional shifts that may have resulted, and to consider how these changes may be integrated into daily life. Each integrative follow-up session should begin with an invitation for the participant to talk about whatever is on their mind. The purpose is to ensure that the participant’s experience rather than the therapists’ agenda will direct the session. After allowing sufficient time for this open-ended discussion and exploration, the therapists should consider directing the session into other potentially useful areas. The therapists facilitate an active dialogue and elicit detailed disclosure as a means of allowing participants to:

Assess how the participant tolerated the MDMA-assisted session and discuss the content of the MDMA-assisted session and the participants emotional, intellectual, and physical response to it. Processing includes discussing the effects on PTSD symptoms and creating ways to integrate new perceptions and insights gained from the MDMA-assisted session.

Ensure that the participant understands that the experience catalyzed by the MDMA-assisted session will likely continue to unfold and resolve over days or even weeks following the treatment session. This unfolding often happens in “waves” of memories, insights, and/or emotions, some of which may be very affirming and pleasant and some may be difficult and challenging. It is important that the participant be prepared for this unfolding and make time in their daily life to attend to the unfolding process.

Process any emotional distress or cognitive dilemmas that may arise.

Work with relationship issues and develop tools for healthy connections.

Introduce focused bodywork into the therapy in the event that the participant is experiencing emotional or somatic distress that they are not able to move through spontaneously or with talk therapy.

Validate any affirming experiences and insights that occurred during the experimental session and help participants learn to re-connect with and continue to gain from these experiences.

Encourage the participant to stay connected with their support system, but also to be prepared for the possibility that other people may not understand the depths of their experience and insights. For that reason, it is advisable to be discriminating about with whom to share this sensitive material.

Determine any possible contraindications for the subsequent MDMA-assisted treatment session.

Discuss and reinforce activities, such as journaling or other creative expression, meditation, yoga, or other activities that, on a regular basis in daily life, will provide time for the quality of attention that is conducive to ongoing healing and self-awareness.

The therapists remind the participant that they have two options for dealing with upsetting thoughts, memories, or feelings lingering after the MDMA-assisted session. One option is to set
aside time to experience them as fully as possible, feeling free to call the therapists for support, if necessary. An important basis of this approach is the perspective that waves of difficult experience may recur for some time as a part of the healing process. A second option is to perform relaxation and centering techniques, such as diaphragmatic breathing. This option may be chosen if a given situation does not allow for the first approach. On occasion a medication such as a benzodiazepine can be helpful, but should always be used sparingly as a tool to aid in temporarily managing painful emotions in order to tend to daily responsibilities or to allow for sufficient rest and relaxation to balance the ongoing emotional processing. Information on the utility of focused bodywork and breathing exercises can be reinforced in integrative follow-up sessions in preparation for the next MDMA-assisted session and as tools for the participant to use at home. Consider the following example:

Participant: “Basically, more than the trust I have in other people, it hits the trust I have in myself, the ability to know my inner strengths ... and I know they are there. It’s just when it shakes you to the core, you can’t help but second guess and question. It feels like it’s bombarding me from different directions and I don’t know which way to go or what to do.”

Therapist: “In a way, it is shaking to the core. In a way, that is what you asked for.”

Participant: (Laughs) “That’s what I got. It wasn’t in the brochure.”

Therapist: “We didn’t have those terms exactly, but I think shaking you to the core is going to involve releasing the old ways of having to keep that false sense of control.”

Participant: (Sighs) “Does the derealization ever go away?”

Therapist: “Yes.”

Participant: “I’m trying to train my brain to enjoy it. I have all these tools. I just need to remember to use them.”

Strengthened interpersonal trust helps the participant further develop their social network. Greater insight into the whole range of thoughts and feelings about the trauma gives the participant confidence in confronting emotions, reducing the likelihood of emotional numbing. Relying on the new perspectives gained from the MDMA-assisted session, the participant can confront anxiety-producing situations with more confidence and may be more comfortable with asking for assistance from their supportive network.

The therapists may use a variation of the following comments, always in the spirit of offering something for the participant to consider and with respect for the fact that what is offered may or may not apply to a particular individual:

“Sometimes one of the challenges of this kind of therapy is that the MDMA experience may cause significant changes in a person’s point of view or belief systems. It can sometimes be hard to reconcile these changes in thinking with old beliefs or with the attitudes of other people in your life or with society in general. Is this something you’ve noticed?”

“Since the MDMA experience is quite unique, it can be hard to explain to other people. It can be painful if such an important experience is misunderstood or judged by other
people in your life. It may be important to exercise judgment about how and when you talk about your experience.”

“Often people have very valuable insights and corrective emotional experiences with the help of MDMA that aid in decreasing fear and judgmental thinking. The next day, sometimes the judging mind can get active again and start doubting the truth of these experiences, or sometimes, people can have emotional reactions the next day that didn’t come up during the MDMA-assisted session. This situation can sometimes be confusing or upsetting, but it doesn’t mean something has gone wrong or that you’re losing the gains you made. It’s a common aspect of this kind of work and the way the process unfolds. It’s really helpful to acknowledge and talk about it if you’re having any experiences like this. It’s part of the healing and we’re here to help you process it.”

“It is very common for the MDMA experience to continue to unfold for days after the session. Often it unfolds in an easy, reassuring way, but sometimes it can be more difficult. Sometimes working with traumatic experiences in any therapy, including MDMA-assisted therapy, can stir things up so that symptoms may temporarily get worse. These feelings may come in waves of emotion or memories. When this happens, it is part of the healing process and we’re here to help you work with anything that comes up for you after the MDMA-assisted sessions. It’s important to let us (and your other therapist) know about it if you have any difficulties like this.”

“Sometimes people have powerful insights and a sense of comfort and peace that they’ve rarely or never experienced before. It’s natural to want to hold on to this. Sometimes, people tell us that when some of the old painful experiences return, it feels like a failure or that it means they didn’t really have any healing. It is helpful to anticipate that painful feelings are bound to come sometimes and some of the old patterns of thinking, feeling, and reacting are bound to reconstitute themselves, even after you’ve seen past them so clearly. That’s a natural part of the process and what happened in the MDMA experience is likely to help you recognize and step out of these patterns sooner, even when you do get caught. People often tell us that being able to think back to the experience can change their relationship to these painful emotions.”

“It may be helpful to write about your MDMA experience and your thoughts and feelings since the session. It’s best to write this for yourself without the thought of doing it for anyone else, but, if you want to bring it in to share with us, that could be useful as well. It may also be helpful for you to listen to the recordings of the session in connection with this.”

“It can be helpful to write down your dreams and bring them in to discuss with us. For some people, MDMA makes dreams more vivid and meaningful.”

“There are some books that we can recommend that address some of the experiences you’ve been talking about.”

“If a lot of feelings or images are coming up for you after the MDMA-assisted session, it’s good to allow them to unfold and to explore them when you have time and energy to do so, but it can also be important to set them aside when you have other obligations or when you need a break. It may be helpful to write a sentence or two about what you are setting aside and acknowledge that you will attend to it later, either in the therapy or by yourself when you have the time and energy. Hot baths, walks in nature, physical
exercise, working in the garden, cleaning the house, nourishing food, or playing with a pet are all activities that can help to ground you in the present.”

“If there are tensions left over in the body, yoga or a massage can be helpful.”

“This is not a ‘no pain, no gain’ situation. Sometimes moving through waves of painful feelings and memories is part of the unfolding process, but connecting with easy, affirming, pleasurable experiences is part of the healing too and is at least as important as the willingness to be with the painful ones.”

“Sometimes during MDMA-assisted sessions, there are very rapid shifts and people feel that something difficult has really resolved. It’s good to be open to that possibility, but often, it’s more that people feel they’ve gotten past some big obstacles and made important steps along their path of healing and growth so they’re in a better position to keep working with it and continuing to heal and grow.”

Detailed discussion of this kind is often useful during the initial integrative follow-up session. On the other hand, at this point, sometimes participants have a sense that they would rather allow their inner experience to continue unfolding without attempting to put it into words. If this is the case, the therapists should validate that choice, but should ask for enough information for them to be aware of the participant’s emotional state and any difficult feelings or thought patterns that should be addressed before the participant leaves the office.

The therapists recognize that the MDMA-assisted sessions and integrative follow-up sessions serve as starting points for enhancing the participant’s emotional and behavioral repertoire in response to any trauma triggers and PTSD symptoms that may remain. In the days between the MDMA-assisted sessions and integrative follow-up sessions, the participant is encouraged to be mindful of any changes in their perceptions, thoughts, feelings, interactions, and other experiences.

Some of the challenges during the integration period stem from the fact that symptoms may increase temporarily as part of the healing process. It is important to anticipate and prepare the participant for this possibility. It may be helpful to involve a significant other in preparing to support the participant if this challenge should arise. Normalizing, exploring, and processing these reactions is usually all that is needed for them to resolve and additional insights, healing, and growth typically arise as a result. Consider the following participant testimonials of experiences reflecting incomplete integration:

“The anger feels like a volcano. I’m afraid of being a one man wrecking crew. I feel such sadness, loneliness, nausea.”

“Since I’ve realized how shut down I had been, I don’t ever want to go back to being that way, so I’m having a hard time in business situations or with my father, knowing when not to say everything I’m feeling.”

“After all these years of not talking about it, was it really safe to reveal that I felt physical pleasure along with horror when I was abused?”

“Now that the medicine has worn off. I sometimes feel guilty for saying the things I did about my parents not being emotionally available. I know it wasn’t about blame, but there’s still that judging voice that says we don’t talk about any of this.”
Suicidal thoughts are common in individuals with PTSD and may increase temporarily after the MDMA-assisted sessions. In this case, close communication is needed and may entail longer phone support or additional visits. The Columbia Suicide Severity Rating Scale (CSSRS) [48] should be used through the treatment (per study protocol as required by FDA) to monitor for suicidality.

When confronting emotionally threatening material, in addition to taking time to reflect upon it and fully feel and express any associated emotions, the participant should be encouraged to remember and reconnect with valuable aspects of their experience during the MDMA-assisted sessions such as: new insights, feelings of closeness to others, and the ability to process painful emotions without being overwhelmed. The participant can then ask themself, “How can I best use my new knowledge in this situation?”

6.3 Focused Bodywork During Integration

Content from the MDMA-assisted session and integrative sessions will cue the therapists to the likelihood that focused bodywork would assist in working with physical tension, pain, or intense emotion that has somatic manifestations such as psychomotor agitation or retardation. A common example is when participants are more in touch with anger after revisiting traumatic experiences during an MDMA-assisted session and are struggling to contain it for fear of acting out in a destructive way. Focused bodywork catalyzes the healing process by providing a safe way to express intense emotions and impulses in order to release tensions that may be contributing to somatic complaints and blocking energy flow within the body. Focused bodywork is only done with participant permission and is immediately discontinued if the participant requests that it stop. Although focused bodywork may be an important part of the follow-up integrative sessions for some participants, it should not be used prematurely if challenging emotions or their somatic manifestations are being adequately experienced, processed, and expressed spontaneously. The focused bodywork is most appropriate in situations in which emotional or somatic symptoms are not resolving because their full experience and expression appears to be blocked. Consider the following example of focused bodywork in an integrative follow-up session:

Therapist: “How are you today?”

Participant: “Much better today than yesterday. But you know, this morning, it was the same feeling I had yesterday morning. When my eyes popped open, when the alarm went off, the dread hit me right in the gut. You know, that, ‘I don’t want to get out of bed. I don’t want to do this day.’ Just like I had a bad case of the ‘don’t want to’s.’ I just didn’t feel like I had the strength to get up and face another day. I mean, it was just, the minute my eyes popped open, it was dread, a knot in my stomach, the anxiety. I mean, it was just like automatic. Last night, I slept really well, about 9 hours of sleep. I didn’t have any bad dreams. It was like flipping on a switch, my eyes popped open and here it came. Just felt, it makes me feel sick in my stomach, that kind of fear. You know, that you feel nauseated, just like you want to throw-up. That’s been pretty much the theme today. I haven’t had any other emotional outbursts. I didn’t cry at all today, haven’t felt angry, just that dread, that lump in my gut.”

Therapist: “So it is like yesterday, but on a lower level.”

Participant: “Much lower. I think a lot of it is my mindset, too. I felt so much better after leaving here last night, realizing, if it does happen again, I will live through it. It’s probably going to happen again, but I feel more prepared. It didn’t become overwhelming at all today.”
Therapist: “MMMmmm.”

Participant: “Dread and fear were there for so long. You get so used to it, you don’t know what it is anymore, especially after having the anxiety disappear. It feels like a whole new wound. It wasn’t the same. It just felt dreadful.”

Therapist: “Would you be willing to explore that or work with that a little bit today? To see what you may discover? Do you feel like you’d like to do some focused bodywork with that lump in your stomach?”

Participant: “Yeah. It is time to try some of that, too.”

Therapist: “It might be a good way to work with it since you know where it is in your body.”

Participant: “I can envision this croquet ball made out of metal. That’s what is in my mind and that’s how it feels, like a metal croquet ball just sitting right there and it is cold.”

Therapist: “And that is what you talked about in your sessions, a cold metal feeling in your stomach.”

At this point, if the participant agrees, they move to either the futon or a mat on the floor with the participant lying down and the therapists sitting on either side.

Therapist: “So maybe just use your breath and breathe into that feeling in your stomach. I encourage you to remain present with whatever comes up. If your body wants to express it in any way, shake, move, or indicate if you want some resistance from us.” (As the focused bodywork was performed, the participant breathed into it and experienced a deep sobbing.)

Participant: “Thank you. I feel a lot lighter. I wonder what that was. I want to know what that was. Just this tightness, this ball. I don’t know what it was. I mean it was like fear and anger and everything in one ... started going up and went back down and now it is gone. So is that funny feeling in my stomach and now it is gone.”

Therapist: This may be what you already processed in your sessions and this is what is left in your body, those emotions.”

Participant: “This is cool. It is cool for it to be gone.”

The therapists must exercise judgment about when focused bodywork is indicated to help facilitate the therapeutic process and when it is preferable to allow the process to proceed at its own pace.

6.4 Ongoing Integration

Therapists remind participants that their experience will continue to unfold in the ensuing hours, days, and even weeks. Therapists should re-emphasize their commitment to support the participant during this continued unfolding and review the procedure by which they can be
contacted at any time should the participant or their designated support network need to talk with them about any difficulties or concerns.

As the treatment program draws to a close, participants may differ in their response to its conclusion, from anxiety upon leaving the study and the therapists, to relief at completing the course of psychotherapy. The therapists can use General Wellbeing ratings, CSSRS scores, and clinical judgment to adapt to different responses to having the final integrative follow-up session. The therapists and participant will discuss ongoing issues or concerns participants may have about the end of integrative follow-up sessions and no longer meeting with the therapists. They will discuss the participant’s existing social support network. If necessary, they can review any procedures that have helped the participant cope with distress during the study, such as written expression, visual arts or movement, use of breathing, or other stress reduction methods. The therapists can remind participants to continue practicing any activities and maintaining relationships that have supported and strengthened them. Participants who are seeing a therapist outside the study are encouraged to discuss the approaching end of the study with that therapist, and, if in their judgment it is warranted, the study therapists may provide participants who are not in ongoing therapy with a referral for contact with a therapist after the final integrative session. In addition, the therapists may recommend experiential therapies such as Holotropic Breathwork, Internal Family Systems Therapy, or Somatic Processing as methods that can facilitate the ongoing unfolding of the process that was catalyzed by MDMA-assisted psychotherapy. The therapists will also share their perspectives about any changes, accomplishments, and achieved goals they’ve observed over the course of the study.

As the integration progress continues to unfold, participants may come to gain novel perspectives on their own situation. Consider the following participant testimonials of experiences reflecting deeper integration:

“I have respect for my emotions now (rather than fear of them). What’s most comforting is knowing now I can handle difficult feelings without being overwhelmed. I realize feeling the fear and anger is not nearly as big a deal as I thought it would be.”

“I don’t think I would have survived another year. It’s like night and day for me compared to other methods of therapy. Without MDMA, I didn’t even know where I needed to go. Maybe one of the things the drug does is let your mind relax and get out of the way because the mind is so protective about the injury.”

“It has felt like growing up. I feel wiser, more emotionally mature.”

“Now I have a map of the battlefield.”

“I got a glimpse of more of what I’m capable of growing into ... I’m motivated to keep practicing openness until it gets more developed.”

“Last night, I had a clear sense that I got where I needed to get. What was missing has been found. What I needed, I’ve gotten. I don’t feel like I need to do it again. I think there are still other issues in my life that I can work on with less intense methods.”

“I feel like I’m walking in a place I’ve needed to go for so long and just didn’t know how to get there. I feel like I know myself better than I ever have before. Now, I know I’m a normal person. I’ve been through some bad stuff, but ... those are things that happened to me, not who I am ... This is me, the medicine helps, but this is in me.”
6.5 Reunion at Long-term Follow-up

Many sponsor-supported studies contain a long-term follow-up visit occurring at least 12 months after the final experimental session. The exact timing of the long-term follow-up visit may vary on the basis of condition assignment (see study protocol). Though most of the long-term follow-up visit involves assessment with the independent rater, the therapists also meet with the participants to complete an exploratory questionnaire, to discuss any changes in their life or PTSD symptoms over time, and to process any feelings the participant and therapists have about termination.

The degree of rapport at the time of the long-term follow-up visit may depend in part upon existing symptom levels at the final integrative follow-up session and on any intervening events between the final integrative follow-up session and the long-term follow-up visit. The study termination after months of deep work is often perceived by participant and therapists as a “bittersweet” occasion.

Beyond assessing participant general wellbeing and possible suicidal ideation and behavior, the long-term follow-up visit will be less structured than preparatory sessions or integrative follow-up sessions. The discussion will be guided primarily by the participant and any observations or concerns about their current state, as well as any gains or difficulties that have resulted from study participation. The therapists may reaffirm accomplishments, review and discuss the usefulness of the techniques and procedures presented during MDMA-assisted psychotherapy, or inquire about and discuss any insights or new techniques the participant has learned or discovered to improve psychological wellbeing.

7.0 Therapist Self-Care

Therapists should engage in some form of regular self-care in order to avoid vicarious traumatization resulting from interacting with participants’ trauma. It is important that therapists continue doing their own inner work and that they take time for regular debriefing with the co-therapist. This inner work should include taking the opportunity to process their own emotional responses to working with participants as well as peer supervision and discussion about the optimal application of the therapeutic method in specific situations. It is also an opportunity for developing and maintaining their skills as a therapeutic team by reviewing their interactions during study sessions.

The following are some simple methods of self-care to keep in mind:

- Listen to your body. Pay attention to what it is telling you. It is the best guide to staying healthy. Use your body to inform your own process: are you holding your breath, is your body tense or numb, are you cold or hot?

- Use either diaphragmatic breathing or simple breathing that expands your ribs front to back and side to side. Do a “body scan” and send breath to the areas of your body that feel tight or numb.

- Give yourself enough time before you start a session to gather your thoughts, ground yourself, and shift roles. Take enough time to feel “inner stillness.”

- Listen to your expectations and be realistic about your goals.

- Know who the people are that have the ability to support you if and when you need it.
Take time after the session to release your role. Shaking your arms and body is a good way to get rid of any energy that has gotten stuck.

Have a good nutritious meal after a session and do something grounding and enjoyable.

Using water in the bath, shower, or hot tub, reflect on the archetypal qualities of water to dissolve and cleanse on many levels.

Consider having your own ongoing psychotherapy and/or supervision with another therapist.
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9.0 Appendix A: Comparison of Therapeutic Approaches for Treating PTSD

In November 2004, the American Psychiatric Association (APA) published Practice Guidelines for the treatment of PTSD [49, 50]. The three psychotherapeutic interventions recommended for established PTSD are:

1. Cognitive and behavior therapies
2. Eye movement desensitization and reprocessing (EMDR)
3. Psychodynamic psychotherapy

Although the APA endorses the above therapies in their Practice Guidelines, it is noteworthy that they also imply the need for research into more effective treatment techniques, with their statement that “there is a paucity of high-quality evidence-based studies of interventions for patients with treatment-resistant PTSD…” [49].

The APA practice guidelines state that the goals of PTSD treatment “include reducing the severity of … symptoms … (by) improving adaptive functioning and restoring a psychological sense of safety and trust, limiting the generalization of the danger experienced as a result of the traumatic situation(s) and protecting against relapse.” It goes on to say that “… factors that may need to be addressed in patients who are not responding to treatment include problems in the therapeutic alliance; the presence of psychosocial or environmental difficulties; the effect of earlier life experiences, such as childhood abuse or previous trauma exposures…” [49].

Despite significant differences between these various types of therapy, including MDMA-assisted therapy, they all share some important theoretical underpinnings. Moreover, some very similar therapeutic experiences occur with any of these different approaches, which is not surprising since each approach, in its particular way, is stimulating access to a universal, inner healing intelligence. For instance, the nondirective approach of MDMA-assisted therapy often leads to the spontaneous occurrence of many of the kinds of experiences that are more directly elicited and thought to be therapeutically important in these other approaches. As noted previously in this manual, the therapists’ role is first to prepare participants for this likelihood by encouraging a non-controlling and open attitude toward experiences that arise, and then to support the unfolding and the subsequent integration of these experiences. MDMA can act as an important catalyst to this process.

Table 1 (see Section 11.1 Comparison of Therapeutic Approaches for PTSD) compares the major therapeutic approaches for treating PTSD discussed in the APA guidelines and in the Practice Guidelines from the International Society for Traumatic Stress Studies [1] with the method of MDMA-assisted psychotherapy discussed in this manual.

9.1 Internal Family Systems Therapy (IFS) and MDMA-Assisted Psychotherapy Compared

Elements of IFS therapy, recognition of and un-blending from parts, increased access to “Self-energy,” acknowledgment of and respect for protectors, and witnessing and unburdening of past traumas often occur in MDMA-assisted psychotherapy with little or no direction from the therapists. One way to describe the effects of MDMA is that it facilitates access to a high level of self-energy, and thereby brings courage to face painful experience and provides clarity and compassion for one’s own parts and the burdens they have carried.
9.2 Somatic Processing and MDMA-Assisted Psychotherapy Compared

Both Sensorimotor psychotherapy and MDMA-assisted psychotherapy aim to bring awareness to somatic experiences and can be used for “connecting psychological symptoms and physiological states” [26]. In both methods the participant is encouraged to work with their body to process trauma. Helping the participant become aware of what their body wants to do in reaction to traumatic memories, and following that action, can be the beginning of liberating what was once a natural process (movement) and integrating the experiences that are unprocessed. In both methods therapists inquire about participant’s bodily sensations and encourage release of pains, tightness or energy in the body through movement in whatever way feels appropriate to the participant. A goal is to help the participant begin to befriend their body instead of regarding it as a source of danger and unpredictability.

10.0 Appendix B: Suggested Reading List
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### 11.0 Appendix C: Comparison of Therapeutic Methods for Treating PTSD

#### 11.1 Comparison of Therapeutic Approaches for PTSD

**Table 1: Comparison of Therapeutic Approaches for PTSD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Therapeutic Element</th>
<th>Cognitive Behavioral Therapy</th>
<th>EMDR</th>
<th>Psychodynamic Psychotherapy</th>
<th>MDMA-Assisted Psychotherapy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prolonged Exposure</strong> (either in vivo exposure or trauma reliving in therapy)</td>
<td>For in vivo exposure, develop a hierarchy list of situations and assign specific homework involving exposure to these situations. For imaginal exposure, ask the patient to describe the trauma in detail in the present tense. This process is done repeatedly over a number of visits.</td>
<td>A target image related to the trauma is used as a starting point, with a non-directive approach to what follows. Patient is encouraged to “let whatever happens happen.” Discussions with the therapist are intermittent.</td>
<td>The traumatic events are discussed, but the specific approach of prolonged exposure is not included. (In practice, psychodynamic psychotherapy and cognitive behavioral therapy are often combined.)</td>
<td>Non-directive approach to the way trauma comes up and is processed, with encouragement to stay present rather than distracting from difficult memories and emotions. Discussions with the therapists are intermittent. (Note: A contract is made before the session that if the trauma does not come up spontaneously, the therapist will bring it up, but thus far trauma has always come up spontaneously. In effect, prolonged exposure happens spontaneously.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cognitive Restructuring</strong></td>
<td>Identify “negative thoughts and beliefs/cognitive distortions. Challenge them using Socratic method. Modify them by arriving at rational response.</td>
<td>Cognitive restructuring often occurs spontaneously and may be catalyzed by therapist adding “cognitive interweave,” if needed.</td>
<td>Focus on the “meaning of the trauma for the individual in terms of prior psychological conflicts and developmental experience and relationships ...”</td>
<td>Cognitive restructuring often occurs spontaneously, with minimal therapist intervention in this regard. Elements of both cognitive-behavioral and psychodynamic approaches may be used in follow-up integrative sessions, but always in response to the way the experience is continuing to develop for the participant rather than according to a predetermined structure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therapeutic Element</td>
<td>Cognitive Behavioral Therapy</td>
<td>EMDR</td>
<td>Psychodynamic Psychotherapy</td>
<td>MDMA-Assisted Psychotherapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety Management Training (AMT), including Stress Inoculation Training (SIT)</td>
<td>Relaxation skills are often taught at outset of treatment, such as breathing exercises, deep muscle relaxation, and/or imagery.</td>
<td>EMDR protocol includes establishing an effective relaxation method at outset, often guided visualization.</td>
<td>Not a specific element of psychodynamic therapy, but clinically is often combined.</td>
<td>Participants are taught relaxation, often using diaphragmatic breathing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased Awareness of Positive Experiences, including Present Safety</td>
<td>May be part of cognitive restructuring or may occur spontaneously after prolonged exposure.</td>
<td>Often occurs spontaneously, most often toward end of session.</td>
<td>May occur as a result of examining present and past relationships and experiences. Typically happens later in therapy.</td>
<td>Usually occurs spontaneously, often early in the first MDMA-assisted session. May provide a sense of safety and wellbeing that provide a platform for deeper processing of painful experiences later in the session or in a subsequent session.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearing of Tension in Body and Other Somatic Symptoms</td>
<td>Therapist directs attention to the body.</td>
<td>Therapist directs attention to the body.</td>
<td>Not generally considered as part of psychodynamic psychotherapy.</td>
<td>Mentioned in preparatory sessions and treated as an important therapeutic component that may be inadequately addressed in usual talking therapies. MDMA-assisted psychotherapy tends to bring this somatic component to awareness and allows for its release, often spontaneously and sometimes by the therapist directing attention to body symptoms (as is done in Dr. Foa’s examples of imaginal exposure or by using focused bodywork).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therapeutic Element</td>
<td>Cognitive Behavioral Therapy</td>
<td>EMDR</td>
<td>Psychodynamic Psychotherapy</td>
<td>MDMA-Assisted Psychotherapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transference and Countertransference Issues</strong></td>
<td>Not a focus, but therapists should be aware of them.</td>
<td>Not a focus, but therapists should be aware of them.</td>
<td>Interpretation of transference may be important part of the intervention.</td>
<td>Not a focus, but therapists should be aware of them and that they can be heightened in non-ordinary states, such as that induced by MDMA. Should be addressed openly and honestly and inquired about, if there seems to be a significant unspoken dynamic. Therapists are self-disclosing and collaborative. Transference is addressed early rather than letting it build, as can happen in psychodynamic therapy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Difficulties with Therapeutic Alliance, a Possible Obstacle to Successful Treatment</strong></td>
<td>Time and attention are given to developing alliance, with some limitations in time-limited therapeutic protocols [1]. (Dr. Foa recommends nine sessions with the possibility of three more and mentions that, “there is a point of diminishing returns” with patients who have not responded to that course of treatment.)</td>
<td>Time and attention are given to developing alliance.</td>
<td>Time and attention are given to developing alliance.</td>
<td>Time and attention to are given to developing alliance. Both the set and setting of the treatment model and the effects of MDMA promote a sense of trust and therefore development of a therapeutic alliance in a relatively short time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 1: Comparison of Therapeutic Approaches for PTSD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Therapeutic Element</th>
<th>Cognitive Behavioral Therapy</th>
<th>EMDR</th>
<th>Psychodynamic Psychotherapy</th>
<th>MDMA-Assisted Psychotherapy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“The effect of earlier life experiences, such as childhood abuse or previous trauma exposures …” [1] as Complicating Factors that May Cause Treatment Resistance</td>
<td>May be addressed in cognitive restructuring.</td>
<td>May come up spontaneously in EMDR.</td>
<td>Discussing this may be a focus of psychodynamic psychotherapy.</td>
<td>Early experience of abuse or lack of support often comes up spontaneously in MDMA-assisted sessions, typically with insight about connections between this early experience and PTSD. This insight and the concomitant emotional connection and processing often occur with little or no intervention from the therapists.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
11.2 An Article Discussing Elements Shared by MDMA-Assisted Psychotherapy and Other Methods

[This article originally appeared in the Spring 2013 issue of the MAPS Bulletin.]

MDMA-Assisted Psychotherapy – How Different Is It From Other Psychotherapy?

By Michael Mitoefer, M.D.

“Have a big story or no story at all, but don’t have a small story.”

These words resonated deeply for me when I first heard them from Stan Grof over 20 years ago. They’re always in the mix when I think about what we know and what we’re discovering about psychological healing—even the term “psychological healing” implies a small story separating psychology from physiology, spirituality, and other possible levels of healing. In research we need to formulate and test hypotheses, which are of necessity small stories or only small parts of a much bigger story. However elegant and illuminating our hypotheses may be, there is the danger that they will become conceptual traps limiting our capacity to observe and respond to the unexpected. A comprehensive understanding of the human psyche remains elusive and is no doubt far beyond any of our limited hypotheses.

For me, doing MDMA research in a rigorous, scientific way always involves a tension between striving to understand and not needing to understand. The ongoing challenge is to balance my intention not to be attached to any story at all—to be open and receptive to unexpected discoveries when we’re sitting with people in MDMA-assisted psychotherapy sessions—with the inescapable and potentially fruitful propensity of my rational mind to weave new discoveries into our evolving understanding of therapeutic methods and mechanisms. Without losing sight of this compelling tension, which is inherent to some degree in any psychotherapy, I want to discuss some of the similarities and differences between MDMA-assisted psychotherapy and other approaches to psychotherapy for Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD).

No one knows how any psychiatric treatment, psychotherapy, or psychopharmacology actually works, even when we understand the essential elements or many of the physiologic effects. MDMA-assisted psychotherapy is especially complicated in this regard because it combines psychotherapy and psychopharmacology. There are many papers describing MDMA’s effects in the brain and the rest of the body, and some speculating on the mechanisms of its therapeutic effects, but there are no published studies designed to test hypotheses about pharmacological and psychotherapeutic mechanisms of MDMA-assisted psychotherapy. MAPS-sponsored studies thus far are designed to measure safety and effectiveness, but not to determine mechanism of action. As funding allows, we hope to investigate potential mechanisms by adding neuroimaging and other physiologic measures to future protocols. In addition, other researchers are beginning to conduct qualitative analyses of our session recordings in attempts to discover more about the psychotherapeutic process involved. In the meantime, our observations about possible therapeutic mechanisms are speculative, based on clinical observations during MDMA research sessions and limited in precision by the complexity of the process.

Psychotherapy exerts effects on many levels, emotional, cognitive, physical, energetic, and spiritual. The course of therapy is determined by the individual’s own inner healing intelligence interacting with facilitation by the therapists in the context of the therapeutic relationship. In MDMA-assisted psychotherapy, the direct pharmacologic effects of MDMA are occurring in conjunction with this complex psychotherapeutic process, hopefully acting as a catalyst to its healing potential. Further, this interaction is a two-way street: Neurophysiologic effects influence
psychotherapy and psychotherapy itself changes the brain. At this stage no discussion of the therapeutic elements involved can encompass more than part of the picture. We can learn from this reductionism but should be careful not to “confuse the map with the territory.” We strive to do rigorous science without losing sight of the remarkable richness of the process as we observe and participate in it.

My wife Annie and I have had the opportunity to act as co-therapists in MDMA-assisted psychotherapy for PTSD in our first MAPS-sponsored study completed in 2008 and our ongoing study with veterans, firefighters, and police officers suffering from chronic PTSD. We’ve also learned from many others by reading and sharing observations and insights with other researchers: Jose Carlos Bouso, Marcela Ot’alora, Peter Oehen, and Verena Widmer, who have done or are doing similar studies, and with George Greer, Reque Tolbert, Stanislav Grof, Ralph Metzner, Torsten Passie, and others who had experience doing MDMA-assisted psychotherapy before it became a scheduled compound. The comparisons I draw below are based on these opportunities to learn about MDMA-assisted psychotherapy contrasted with my training and clinical experience using other methods over the years.

***

At first glance, MDMA-assisted psychotherapy looks very different from any conventional treatment: participants lying on a futon, sometimes with eyeshades and headphones listening to music with male and female therapists sitting on either side for at least 8 hours (not exactly the approach I was taught in psychiatry residency, though very much like the approach we learned in the Grof Transpersonal Training). Despite these obvious dramatic differences, with a closer look most therapists would recognize that MDMA-assisted psychotherapy includes familiar elements that play important roles in the beneficial effects of other models of therapy. This is not surprising since each approach, in the context of a therapeutic relationship, is stimulating access to the individual’s innate, universal healing capacity. Many of the therapeutic elements that are directly elicited by therapists in more established methods occur spontaneously with the less directive approach we use in MDMA-assisted therapy.

Element 1: Establishing a Safe and Supportive Therapeutic Setting and a Mindset Conducive to Healing

These are essential elements of any safe and effective treatment for PTSD. At the outset of all established therapies and in the introductory sessions preceding MDMA-assisted therapy, therapists play an active role in establishing a therapeutic alliance. In order to safely proceed, therapists must assess and possibly augment a client’s support systems and their own resources for affect management and self-care. People with PTSD often have difficulty trusting, so trauma therapists of all kinds know that the therapeutic alliance and the client’s resources may be thoroughly tested during the emotional challenges of trauma processing. MDMA-assisted psychotherapy is by no means immune from these challenges, but does have a potential advantage. The effects of MDMA appear to increase the likelihood that participants will be able to maintain enough trust in the therapists and a broad enough perspective about their own inner experience to process their fears without emotionally or physically withdrawing from the therapeutic alliance.

(The sections in italics are quotes from study participants)

“I keep getting the message from the medicine, ‘trust me’. When I try to think, it doesn't work out, but when I just let the waves of fear and anxiety come up it feels like the medicine is going in and getting them, bringing them up, and then they dissipate.”
“Without the study I don’t think I could have ever dug down deep, I was so afraid of the fear.”

“Maybe one of the things the drug does is let your mind relax and get out of the way because the mind is so protective about the injury.”

Element 2: Anxiety Management Training (AMT)/Stress Inoculation Training (SIT)

Any psychotherapy that involves revisiting and processing trauma is likely to temporarily increase anxiety and other powerful emotions, so participants should have tools for managing symptom exacerbations as needed throughout the course of therapy. Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT), including Prolonged Exposure (PE) and others, usually includes teaching a relaxation method at the outset. Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR) calls for this as well, often using guided visualizations. During introductory sessions in MDMA-assisted psychotherapy we teach mindful diaphragmatic breathing or reinforce any other method the participant may have found effective. It’s important not to underestimate the degree to which participants in MDMA-assisted psychotherapy for PTSD may need and benefit from ongoing support during the integration period in the days and weeks following MDMA-assisted sessions. MDMA catalyzes deeper processing during MDMA-assisted sessions, so it often requires closer attention to the challenges of integrating these deep experiences into everyday consciousness and daily life.

“Now that the medicine has worn off I sometimes feel guilty for saying the things I did about my parents not being emotionally available. I know it wasn’t about blame, but there’s still that judging voice that says we don’t talk about any of this.”

“I got a glimpse of more of what I’m capable of growing into ... I’m motivated to keep practicing openness until it gets more developed.”

Element 3: Exposure Therapy

Revisiting traumatic experiences during therapy is a mainstay of Prolonged Exposure, Cognitive Processing, and other types of Cognitive Behavioral Therapy for PTSD. In these models, “imaginal exposure” is accomplished by asking the participant to repeatedly read or recite an account of their traumatic experience. Likewise, EMDR starts with a “target,” usually an image, associated with a traumatic event that carries an emotional charge and associated negative cognitions.

In MDMA-assisted psychotherapy we have an agreement with participants that the therapists can bring up the index trauma at some point during each MDMA-assisted session if it does not come up spontaneously, but in almost 100 MDMA research sessions to date, we have never had to do so. The trauma always comes up, and we think it is preferable to allow it to come up at whatever time and in whatever way it does so spontaneously for each individual. This is in keeping with the principle that the optimal tactic is for the therapists and the participant to approach each session with a largely non-directive stance, or “beginner’s mind,” in order to allow the individual’s own healing intelligence to determine which course the session will take. At some point in the session this will result in a form of exposure therapy in which MDMA acts as a catalyst by providing emotional connection, increased clarity about trauma memories, and a sense of confidence that painful experiences can be revisited and processed without becoming overwhelming. In many cases this imaginal exposure occurs early in the session, but sometimes it comes up only after affirming experiences have provided greater inner strength from which to face the trauma
memories. These affirming experiences are important elements of the therapy and we encourage participants to accept them as such, rather than assume, as some participants do, that facing pain is the only productive use of the time.

“I had never before felt what I felt today in terms of loving connection. I’m not sure I can reach it again without MDMA but I’m not without hope that it’s possible. Maybe it’s like having an aerial map so now I know there’s a trail.”

“The medicine just brought me a folder. I’m sitting at this big desk in a comfortable chair and the medicine goes and then rematerializes in physical form bringing me the next thing—this is a folder with my service record. It says I need to review it and talk to you about it from the beginning so it can be properly filed.”

“It’s like, every time I go inside I see flowers and I pick one, and that’s the thing to work on next. And there are things that are hard to take, but each time I move through them it feels so much better.”

“I realize I’m not trying to break through anything. It has to be softly opening. With the medicine nothing felt forced. I know I’m going to have to feel the feelings and there’s still fear that the grief will be overwhelming, and I know feelings are unpredictable and the currents can be swirl, but yesterday when I put my toe in it felt so wonderful to feel. I remember every detail, it’s a pristine, pristine image.”

“It wasn’t an easy experience but it was so worth it. It was a very spiritual experience, very expansive. I feel a sense of calm and stability now.”

**Element 4: Cognitive Restructuring**

Cognitive Behavioral therapy teaches people to recognize negative thoughts and beliefs and cognitive distortions, to challenge them using the Socratic method and then modify them by arriving at a rational response. In EMDR the approach is largely nondirective and cognitive restructuring often occurs spontaneously, sometimes catalyzed by the therapist adding a “cognitive interweave” if needed. In psychodynamic therapy, with the help of interpretations from the therapist, clients come to understand the meaning of traumatic experiences and the associated reactions and beliefs based on developmental history and prior relationships and psychological conflicts.

In MDMA-assisted psychotherapy, cognitive restructuring may result from dialogue with the therapists using elements of CBT, psychodynamic therapy, and other methods according to the individual therapists’ training and experience as allowed for in our research Treatment Manual [available at maps.org]. In addition, the effects of MDMA can lead to profound insights about cognitive distortions with little or no intervention from the therapists. Our largely nondirective approach often results in spontaneous cognitive restructuring resulting from qualities engendered by MDMA: increased mental clarity, confidence, and the courage to look honestly at oneself.

“I feel like I’m walking in a place I’ve needed to go for so long and just didn’t know how to get there. I feel like I know myself better than I ever have before. Now I know I’m a normal person. I’ve been through some bad stuff, but ... those are things that happened to me, not who I am ... This is me, the medicine helps, but this is in me.”
Element 5: Transference and Countertransference

These terms refer respectively to the feelings that arise in the client toward the therapists and vice versa, as they are unconsciously influenced by earlier experience, especially childhood experiences with parents. Awareness of these feelings is important in any psychotherapy and is specifically addressed in psychodynamic psychotherapy, aimed at making the unconscious conscious as this becomes tolerable in the course of therapy. In MDMA-assisted psychotherapy we discuss transference and countertransference in the introductory sessions in preparation for the fact that these feelings can be considerably heightened by MDMA and the setting of all-day sessions. We introduce them as normal phenomena that provide an opportunity for discovering and processing previously unconscious material in the present moment.

We know that participants taking MDMA can be exquisitely sensitive to verbal and nonverbal expression from the therapists, and we encourage honesty and openness about any feelings that arise. We make explicit our intention to be forthcoming about any questions participants may have about us and not to take it personally if they are angry or displeased in reaction to anything we say or do. MDMA may make the unconscious conscious at a rapid rate while also increasing the participant’s capacity to acknowledge and discuss transference issues and to tolerate and benefit from this faster rate of change. At the same time the therapists are challenged to be aware of their own reactions and to be honestly and empathically engaged with the participant from moment to moment. Happily, if the therapists are honest about their own limitations and blind spots the participant taking MDMA is likely to be empathic toward them.

“OK, I’m ready to talk to you now Michael. Have you noticed that every time I’ve talked to you before I’ve tried to impress you with how smart I am? That’s what I did with my father because he was smart and wasn’t around much. Now I’m ready to have a real conversation with you.”

Element 6: Working with the Multiplicity of the Psyche

The human psyche is not unitary; we all have different parts. This phenomenon is widely recognized, but in psychiatry the terminology and theories about it are far from unified. Nevertheless, I think “dissociation,” “parts,” “sub-personalities,” “selves,” and “complexes” are all referring to the same or to overlapping phenomenon. When manifestations of multiplicity are on the extreme end of the spectrum they’re called Dissociative Identity Disorder (formerly Multiple Personality Disorder). In the soon-to-be-released DSM-V there will be a new “dissociative subtype” of PTSD—a recognition that people with PTSD often have increased levels of dissociation or blending with their parts.

Several psychotherapy models recognize multiplicity as a normal phenomenon (though problematic at the more extreme ranges of the spectrum), and provide specific methods for working with it therapeutically. These models include Psychosynthesis, Voice Dialogue, and Internal Family Systems Therapy (IFS). In our experience, MDMA in a therapeutic setting often raises awareness of different “parts” of the psyche and simultaneously brings forth more “self-energy” to allow exploration of the parts with greater compassion and clarity (“parts” and “self-energy” are IFS terms; other models would describe the same phenomenon somewhat differently). We’ve been conducting a small internal pilot study within our current study of veterans, firefighters, and police officers with PTSD, tracking how often awareness of parts comes up. Our preliminary analysis reveals that study participants have spontaneously brought up their awareness of different parts of themselves in 81% of the MDMA-assisted sessions, and greater understanding and acceptance of these parts have often been important elements in the therapeutic process.
"I realize that part of me is not a monster, he’s a warrior, a valuable part of me, and he needs healing too." (paraphrased)

Element 7: Somatic Manifestations of Trauma

CBT, EMDR, and psychodynamic therapy may bring attention to somatic experiences, but do not include working directly with the body through movement or physical touch. There are, however, a number of innovative and effective methods that emphasize connections between psychological symptoms and physiological states. These methods—Sensorimotor Psychotherapy, Somatic Experiencing, Holotropic Breathwork, Hakomi, and others—use focused attention, breath, movement, and/or touch to encourage expression and release of sensations that come up in the body during trauma therapy. MDMA-assisted psychotherapy often includes focusing attention on body sensations and using breath and movement to facilitate awareness, expression and release of tensions, or pains in the body. Our approach can also include either nurturing touch or focused bodywork, always with careful attention to permission from the participant. Working with these body sensations led to release of much of the anger and sadness.

"The anger feels like a volcano, I’m afraid of being a one man wrecking crew, I feel such sadness, loneliness, nausea."

The factors that lead to healing in MDMA-assisted psychotherapy are no more mysterious than those in any other method of therapy. Some factors are recognized and can be refined and disseminated, others are on the brink of being discovered, and many remain hidden in the complexities and mysteries of a much bigger story about the true mechanisms of human growth and healing. Since imagery is the language of the unconscious, images may come closest to describing what occurs. As an Iraq war veteran who participated in our study recently put it:

"It feels almost like the inner healer or the MDMA is like a maid doing spring cleaning. It's as if you thought you were cleaning before but when you got to things you didn't really want to deal with you'd just stick them in the attic. If you're going to clean the house you can't skip the stuff in the attic."